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by Jan McMurray
“I’m lucky I’m alive.”
Tyler Pankhurst, Silverton 

Building Supplies truck driver, made 
this comment after telling the story 
of being hit head-on by a B&L 
Security armoured vehicle on Hwy 6 
between Silverton and New Denver 
on November 9, and then rescuing 
the two occupants of the armoured 
vehicle as it was going up in flames.

Pankhurst finished a job in New 
Denver at about 1 pm on that very 
rainy day, and started heading back 
to Silverton in the Silverton Building 
Supplies (SBS) crane truck. He 
pulled out onto the highway in front 
of a brown mini-van – and is so glad 
he did.

“If I had waited and pulled out 
behind that van, it would have been 
a very different story,” he said. “That 
van followed me all the way and 
wouldn’t have taken the hit as well 
as the SBS truck did.”

Pankhurst said he was slowing 
down as he was approaching the 
40-kilometre-per-hour corner 
between New Denver and Silverton, 
and then suddenly a white Suburban 
was coming at him sideways. “I 
pulled over to the right as far as I 
could, but there was nowhere to go 
because of the barriers, and boom! It 
hit me head on.”

After the impact, Pankhurst says 
he made sure he was okay, and 
then got out of the truck to see 
how the occupants of the armoured 
vehicle were doing. “The engine 
compartment was on fire and the guys 
inside were screaming, ‘Get us out! 
Hurry up!’”

Pankhurst got the fire extinguisher 
from the SBS truck and tried to douse 
the flames, but to no avail. “The fire 
was getting bigger and bigger and 
the guys were yelling louder and 
louder, ‘Hurry up! Get us out! It’s 
getting hot!’”

Pankhurst tried, but couldn’t get 
the passenger side door open, so he 
backed up the SBS truck about 10 

An armoured vehicle was consumed by fire after hitting the Silverton Building Supplies crane truck head-on between New Denver 
and Silverton on November 9. There were no serious injuries. The highway was closed for two hours while the New Denver and 

Area Fire Department put out the flames.

Armoured vehicle burns in collision on Hwy 6 between New Denver and Silverton
feet to expose the driver’s side of the 
armoured vehicle. He tried to open 
the driver’s side door, but it was just 
too damaged.

“Now the fire is getting intense 
and the two guys are still inside,” 
recalls Tyler. “I ran to the truck and 
grabbed my tie-down bar, and told 
the guys to stand back, and I started 
hitting the passenger rear window as 
hard as I could, knowing it’s bullet-
proof glass. But I remember thinking, 
‘I’m not letting this happen on my 
watch.’”

After about the sixth strike, the 
glass finally broke, he says – but 
then there was a sheet of plexiglass 
to deal with. “I just started hitting 
that plexiglass again and again and 
again, and now there’s so much 
black smoke, I can’t even see inside. 
I grabbed the passenger’s head and 
pulled him out the window even 
though he was shouting, ‘My leg! 
My leg!’”

The driver of the brown mini-
van came to help Pankhurst pull 
the second man, the driver of the 
armoured vehicle, out the broken 
window. 

“Now the whole vehicle is 
engulfed in flames, so we pulled the 
men back behind my truck,” he said. 
He retrieved the first aid kit from 
the SBS truck and tended to the one 
man’s leg, which was cut from knee 
to ankle, Pankhurst said.

Then, as they were waiting 
for the ambulance, Pankhurst says 
ammunition started going off in 
the vehicle. These small explosions 
created an even more dramatic effect 
as the flames consumed the vehicle. 
Corporal Tom Gill reports that these 
small explosions were caused by 
ammunition that had been on the 
duty belt of one of the guards, but 
had come off in the vehicle during 
the rescue. 

The ambulance transported the 
two guards to the health centre in 
New Denver to be checked over for 
injuries. The New Denver and Area 

Fire Department showed up and was 
able to extinguish the fire. 

“Due to the intensity of the 
fire, there was very little left of the 
armoured vehicle,” Corporal Gill 
said.

The highway was closed for about 
two hours. 

“Based on the investigation and 
initial witness reports, speed seems 
to be a factor, but the investigation is 
still ongoing,” Gill said.

Chris Goodrich, president of B&L 
Security, reports that the guards have 
non-life-threatening injuries, and that 
the few bags of money in the vehicle 
were not destroyed. The armoured 

car service out of Vernon delivers and 
picks up cash to and from financial 
institutions and other businesses in 
the BC interior.

Brent Tremblay, CEO of Kootenay 
Savings Credit Union, provided 
the following statement. “First and 
foremost, our thoughts are with those 
who were injured in the crash and their 
families, and we wish them a speedy 
recovery. Regarding our operations, 
Kootenay Savings carries protection 
for events such as this and there are 
no significant impacts to our business 
as a result of this crash.”

Pankhurst started working at 
SBS in August. He has 40 years 

of experience driving all types of 
vehicles in the Kootenays. He moved 
from Nelson to Meadow Creek in 
February, and to Silverton in August.

Pankhurst said that when thrown 
into this situation, he didn’t think 
about anything – he just acted.

His advice after his experience: 
“Go slow. Be late. Be thankful we 
have so many good emergency 
people, and just good people, in this 
community.”

The SBS crane truck is out of 
commission until ICBC decides 
whether it can be repaired or not. 
The business has a one-ton truck for 
deliveries in the meantime.
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SHELLEY BORTNICK, 
MSW, RSW

Individual, couple and 
family therapist

30 years experience
Offers counselling services involving 

mental health (depression, anxiety, 
etc.), addictions, grief and loss, 
trauma and life transition issues.
For appointment, please call 

250-265-3397

$500 

Grand Prize 

+ 12 more 

prizes

From 

Nov 20th 
til 

Noon 

Dec 11th

by Kathy Hartman
Representatives of the Wild 

The Wild Connection asks New Denver council to help ‘press pause’ on Zincton
Connection (TWC), a group that 
formed in response to the Zincton 
all-seasons resort proposal, made a 
presentation to New Denver council 
on November 9.

“The decision [about Zincton] 
lies with the Province,” said Nicky 
Blackshaw of TWC. “This is what the 
council could do to give us time: ask 
for modernized land use planning.”

TWC launched a ‘press pause, 
let’s plan’ petition that asks the 
Province for a moratorium on any new 
commercial recreational tenures on 
Crown land in the New Denver-Kaslo 

corridor until there is an updated, 
comprehensive land use plan for the 
area. So far, the petition has over 
2,600 signatures: 168 from people 
living in the New Denver-Silverton 
area, 1,200 from people living in the 
West Kootenay, most of the rest from 
people living in other parts of BC, and 
a smattering from Alberta. 

“Clearly a lot of local folks want 
some planning done before any 
decisions are made,” said TWC’s 
Don Sachs, a long-time resident of 
the West Kootenay with a PhD in 
forest ecology and almost 40 years of 
experience in forest research.

T W C  r e v i e w e d  s e v e r a l 
community surveys conducted 
between 2010 and 2018, and what 
they found does not show support for 
a development like Zincton, Sachs 
said. “Consistently, residents say 
they live here because of the peace 
and quiet, the scenic beauty and 
proximity of mountain wilderness, 
the undeveloped Crown land, the 
small-town atmosphere and sense of 
community, the great opportunities 
for outdoor recreation in a healthy 
natural environment, the healthy 

aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, 
and the country living.” 

Two issues that stand out in the 
surveys are the lack of affordable 
housing and the trend towards 
absentee homeownership. “People 
want policies that encourage full-time 
residents and discourage absentee 
part-time ownership,” Sachs said.

Another interesting finding from 
the surveys is that tourism ranks 
near the bottom of priorities for 
economic goals, and when it is 
mentioned, respondents want low-
impact, educational tourism. 

“Stakeholders want to ensure 
the quality of life that brought many 
of them here is maintained and that 
economic development activities 
enhance it and not change it,” Sachs 
said, pointing out that the Official 
Community Plans for New Denver 
and Regional District of Central 
Kootenay Area H North echo the 
survey results. 

TWC also looked into what 
happens to small communities 
when they become ski resort towns. 
Sachs said a study that tracks the 
development of Fernie, Golden, 
Kimberley, Rossland and Revelstoke 
shows that resort development 
primarily attracts second homeowners 
and seasonal visitors, drives housing 
prices up to a level that is unaffordable 
for locals and many newcomers, and 
fails to provide economic benefits to 
nearby towns. 

“I moved here from Golden,” 
commented Councillor Gerald 
Wagner. “Zincton will affect New 
Denver a lot.” 

Sachs said TWC had done a 
thorough analysis of the Zincton 
formal proposal and had consulted 
with several experts. Economist 
Jonathan Buttle, who lives in New 
Denver and teaches at Selkirk 
College, said the economic analysis 
in the proposal was “done incorrectly 
and grossly overstates economic gains 
to the region.” Climate modeller Greg 
Utzig of Nelson said the proposal 
is “incomplete” and “extremely 
simplistic.” Soil and water experts 

have concerns about the effects 
construction could have downstream 
in Carpenter Creek and Slocan Lake. 
Numerous local biologists have 
cautioned that the proposed tenure 
location is in a key wildlife habitat 
corridor between Kokanee Glacier 
and Goat Range Provincial Parks.

“We need more information, 
and above all, more planning, before 
decisions are made,” Sachs said. 
“What’s the hurry?

“Ultimately, we need sustainable 
mountain community development, 
which means actually coming up with 
a plan, not just letting one developer 
decide our future. All the local studies 
show that people want to be part of 
the process. The community wants to 
have a say in our future, and we need 
time to plan.”

The Wild Connection laid out 
what they felt New Denver council 
could do to help: talk to Silverton 
and Kaslo councils and the RDCK 
about updating OCPs and polling 
residents; request studies from 
unbiased professionals on potential 
environmental impacts, especially 
on Carpenter Creek; and ask the 
Province for land use planning for 
our region.

Council’s response was varied. 
Councillor Colin Moss said he was 
elected to do what the majority wants, 
but he won’t be happy if Zincton 
interferes with his enjoyment of 
hiking in the area. Councillor John 
Fyke encouraged residents to talk 
to council members about what 
they want, although Mayor Leonard 
Casley asked people to “only say 
it once.” He said he’d like to see a 
review of all recreational tenures in 
the region, and advised TWC to take 
their presentation to the RDCK, as 
Zincton is located in RDCK Areas 
H and D. 

The Zincton all-seasons resort 
proposal is to build a 30-hectare ski 
village on private property just off 
Highway 31A east of New Denver, 
and develop lift-serviced access 
into thousands of hectares of Crown 
backcountry.

Support the 
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OPINION

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY
The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news 

articles from our readers. 
Letters and articles should be no longer than 500 words and may be 

edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted material.
Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include your 

address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous. 

We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms, 
except in extraordinary circumstances.

Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not 
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of  the artist.

KASLO HOTEL IS OPEN – Open from 1:00 PM Wednesday to 
Sunday. CLOSED Monday and Tuesday

Kaslo Hotel Open! Pub 1:00 pm Wed – Sun, Closed Mon & Tues.. Front desk 8 am – 
11 am & 3 pm - 8 pm Monday – Thursday, 8 am – 9 PM Friday – Sunday for check-in 

and reservations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714; www.kaslohotel.
com, Facebook.

continued on page 5

Censorship
Please don’t give in and censor 

the letters to the editor. Unlike 
what some people have written 
lately, I’ve seen a balance of views 
all along. There’s way too much 
censorship happening right now. 
People really just need to plug in 
their BS detectors. Worried about 
someone writing about flat earth? 
Really? That’s something to worry 
about? I would just laugh, like I’ve 
done at a lot of the letters I’ve seen.

Tia Leschke
Winlaw

A study published 
in the Lancet

This is a quote from a study 
published in the Lancet on October 
29: “...fully vaccinated individuals with 
breakthrough infections have peak viral 
load similar to unvaccinated cases and 
can efficiently transmit infection in 
household settings, including to fully 
vaccinated contacts.” They do point 
out that transmission is slightly lower 
among vaccinated people, but later 
they point out that “...susceptibility 
to infection increases with time as 
soon as 2-3 months after vaccination 
– consistent with waning protective 
immunity.” We need to consider 
findings such as this, as well as adverse 
effects from this experimental vaccine, 
in the debate over vaccine passports.

Norbert Duerichen
New Denver

COP OUT 26
Humanity is too little, too late. 

Boris the buffoon finally gets it after 
mocking climate catastrophe for 
20 years. Now it’s “one minute to 
midnight,” doomsday. Better late than 
never but how do we pay for it all? 
Billionaires hide their money so well 
they look like paupers on paper.

The common person will have to 
buck up for the 250-year industrial 
pollution party. Prepare yourself 
for hyperinflation, higher taxes and 
outrageous price increases for metals, 

computer chips, food and water for 
decades to come.

Can we pay and make the earth 
safe and green again? Without the 
billionaires, I sincerely doubt it. 
Waiting for 2050 to save ourselves 
and the planet is a fairy tale wish. Net 
zero carbon emissions are also useless 
as we must HEAL the damage done 
to the earth and ourselves and get us 
back before the industrial age, and 
then some.

Keep kicking the can down the 
road to the next generation, if there 
is one.

Nick Chatten
Crescent Valley

Opportunities in 
the Kootenays

After 50 years and 33 climate 
conferences, COP26 continues to 
try and effect meaningful change. 
In the Kootenays, in less than six 
months, two organizational events 
have occurred that could provide 
an opportunity for jurisdictions 
at all levels to know they have 
potential support from numerous 
organizations with a common 
interest in the protection of our living 
environment, meaningful climate 
mitigation and alternate energy 
systems – all of which could help 
with policy development.

Collaboration could describe the 
formation of these two groups. The 
Columbia Institute for Renewable 
Energy Society just announced their 
organizational debut. Similarly, 
the West Kootenay Climate Hub 
announced their presence with more 
than 10 partner organizations.

If jurisdictions at all levels were 
wondering how to connect with 
resources described above, they 
may not have to look further. It’s an 
opportunity waiting for jurisdictional 
collaborations. I know they each 
have a website – no excuses for 
missing the opportunity.

Ron Robinson
Nelson

November in 
the valley

Most of the deciduous trees have 
lost their leaves and the larch are rapidly 
losing their orange needles, but a good 
many are still boasting golden splendour 
on the mountainsides. Temperatures 
hover around 2-4°C in the daytime and 
sometimes drop below freezing at night. 
Lots of precipitation. The brackens that 
were showy a couple of weeks ago 
are now hanging their heads in sodden 
resignation. A few crisp apples still 
cling to the trees that the bears failed to 
ravage. The snow line is close enough to 
be a constant reminder that I need to get 
the snowblower fixed. The sharp jagged 
high country has got its ragged contours 
softened by a thick layer of snow that 
keeps increasing every day. Thin trails 
of smoke drift out of the chimneys 
of this country hamlet and herald the 
direction of the airflow and its intensity. 
The vegetables of summer are buried in 
the garden under their protective mounds 
or snug in their jars in the pantry or in a 
perpetual state of stiffness in the freezer. 
Chickadees and nuthatches form a 
feathered river of activity between the 
feeder and the elm tree in the backyard 
and a Stellar jay peers over the edge 
of the compost barrel where he sorts 

through our discards for something to 
squirrel away in the crack of a tree that 
only he knows about.

Gene Hird
Slocan

Old growth and 
raw log exports

The NDP’s forest minister Katrine 
Conroy has announced the harvest 
deferral of approximately 20% of the 
remaining old growth in BC. According 
to the government, 20% of the original 
old growth still remains standing. That 
leaves 80% of the remaining old growth 
up for grabs. If the deferrals become 
permanent, thousands of jobs will be 
lost, and several mill closures will be 
the result. 

Currently, BC logs about 55,000 
hectares of old growth per year. 
According to a recent Maclean’s article 
on the subject, BC exports enough raw 
logs to fill logging trucks bumper to 
bumper from the east coast of Canada 
all the way to the west coast, annually. 
Yet an end to raw log exports is not 
mentioned in our new forest policy. 
Perhaps if we kept our logs in Canada to 
be milled at those British Columbia mills, 
no closures would be required. 

Human beings have taken at least 
80% of the original old growth. We have 

had our share. Whatever is left will do us 
a lot more good if it remains standing. No 
other nation on Earth is stupid enough 
to export raw logs. This practice should 
have stopped at least 20 years ago, and 
the people should demand an end to it. 

Katrine, I know you have always 
supported raw log exports, but do you 
still believe it is the right thing to do?

Rod Retzlaff
Glade

The living dead 
The unvaccinated don’t have a 

chance anymore, with all the double-
vaccinated, asymptomatic super 
spreaders wandering everywhere, 
free as birds. How can we possibly 
escape? It’s like a remake of the Night 
of the Living Dead. The sad part is, on 
recovery, our depraved health officials 
refuse to recognize past infection as a 
strong form of immunity, preferring to 
keep us in shackles. Not recognizing 
natural immunity is a hard slap in 
the face of Mother Nature. Only a 
fool steeped in arrogance would have 
the audacity to look down on our 
Queen. I bow to our Queen, shun our 
weak governance, and fear the ever 
powerful ‘corporate gods’ who dare to 
control this world. And the ‘gods’ have 
spoken: all children five and older must 
be vaccinated. This is not to protect 
our children – this is to protect the 
predatory vaccine industry. Vaccinating 
our children under the guise of safety 
and the greater good is a sham. The 
idea of sacrificing our children to save 
the weakest of the elderly is repulsive. 
Not one of these elderly people would 
even consider for a second having 
these innocent children jeopardize 
their situation. Not a chance. When 
we vaccinate our children, let’s not jab 
them in the arm, let’s jab them in the 
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Flag at half 
mast?

So, the prime minister is playing 
political football with the Canadian 
flag. What was/is the purpose of 
keeping our flag at half mast week 
after week, month after month? In 
my opinion, our virtue-signaling 
PM has made it obvious that he 
feels the flag should be kept low 
so that a ‘teaching moment’ can be 
effected – this so that non-Indigenous 
Canadians can be made to feel guilty 
that Canada (he seems to insinuate) is 
a racist and unworthy country.

When  th i s  PM recen t ly 
demonstrated his surreal hypocrisy 
on Reconciliation Day, choosing 
to vacation on the beach (after 
overflying how many Indigenous 
communities?) rather than standing 
with those communities, whatever 
small benefit of a doubt I had for his 
leadership evaporated.

I for one lowered my head in 
silence, again reflecting on the way 
that Indigenous cultures around the 
globe were (are) treated, beginning 
in recent centuries with the Spanish 
and Portuguese in the 16th. I stood, 
internalizing the shameful reality 
that led to the invisible deaths of 
so many Indigenous children here 
in Canada. And I continue to do 
so, independent of our flag being 
politically and morally degraded. 
This vain, shallow man-child PM 
– what did he do on Reconciliation 
Day (his own initiative by the way) 
to show leadership on this file? Let 
him weep his crocodile tears.

I for one am grateful that my 
parents immigrated to this country 
when I was so very young. I stand 
proudly by our flag, not in a jingoistic 
way but in a manner acknowledging 
how fortunate I and we are. I refuse 
to be made to feel guilty for doing 
so, by a PM who by his actions, (yes 
Justin, your actions speak louder than 
your words) demonstrates that he 
really doesn’t care much for Canada, 
nor for its Indigenous communities.

In  order  fo r  Ind igenous 
reconciliation to actually mean 
something, the virtue signaling has 
to stop. The flag is not a political 
football. It deserves to be respected, 
not degraded.

Harel Challmie
Kaslo

back – how could we possibly look 
them in the eye. 

It makes you wonder, if medicine 
were not for profit, how different our 
world would be. 

Bill White
Passmore

Lost and found
I’m in the bank in front of the 

teller taking out foreign currency and 
he says I have to log into my account. 
He turns the keyboard toward me 
through the small opening in the 
plexiglass and l set my wallet down 
so l can key in my password. Failed 
login attempt, unexpected password, 

not accepted, etc. I can’t try again or 
l’ll be locked out of banking forever. 
The teller looked quite horrified. I 
thanked him and said l can do this 
from home. 

Bruce and l are halfway to the 
mall when l have this sinking feeling 
that l don’t have my wallet. I scrabble 
through my bag, search the car 
floor, under the seat and both sides. 
No wallet. Bruce pulls a U-turn 
and says it’s only been a couple of 
minutes, it will be there. We pull 
into the handicapped spot in front of 
the bank (sorry) and l charge across 
the sidewalk and then back for my 
mask and then back once more. I 
blow past everyone in the line and 
wave to my teller over his customer’s 
shoulder. He recognizes me, retrieves 
my wallet and passes it over with a 
smile. I thank him profusely, then l 
thank his customer, then l say please 
thank the person who turned in my 
wallet instead of taking it.

On my way out, a fellow in the 
line puts his arm out and says ‘lady, 
l’m so glad you got your wallet 
back. Last week between the Super 
Store checkout and the first row of 
vehicles in the parking lot, l lost 
my wallet. I searched my truck, the 
parking lot and went back to my 
check-out register. No wallet and 
no one has turned it in. Forget the 
money – it’s all the identification, 
credit cards, vaccine cards that have 
to be replaced. It’s been a nightmare 
for me but l’m happy for you.’

I wanted to hug him, but of 
course couldn’t.

If the person who handed my 
wallet in reads this, thank you so 
much for being special.

Kathy Freeman
Kaslo

Trees, the lungs 
of the earth

An article in the October 21 
Valley Voice by John Boivin states 
that Kaslo Village council has 
rejected a proposal from a citizen to 
plant more trees. Said citizen has, at 
his own expense, offered to purchase, 
plant and maintain the trees. Does it 
not seem reasonable that this request 
be granted? Just because a new tree 
policy has been structured doesn’t 
mean it has to be rigid and inflexible. 
This proposal by the citizen could 
have nothing but positive results. 
The benefits of more trees are well 
known and council would be wise 
to examine some of them. One large 
tree can provide enough oxygen for 
four people. Trees absorb carbon 
dioxide and other pollutants. They 
provide nutrients and shelter for 
birds and other wildlife. Trees also 
promote a feeling of well-being. 
They provide shade, which further 
reduces greenhouse gas emissions 
from mechanical ventilation, and 
many other benefits too numerous 
to mention – look them up!

Why the Village council cannot 
compromise on a proposal that 
would benefit all citizens seems 

heavy-handed and not supportive 
of a resident’s initiative. All that is 
being asked is that a ‘green’ buffer 
zone would be placed between 
private property and the Village 
campground. Understandably, these 
trees would be placed on Village 
property and yes, the note from staff 
indicating that ultimately the Village 
would be responsible has value, but 
so what! How much maintenance 
would this entail? Very little. The 
proposal is that the citizen would 
maintain the area for the foreseeable 
future. Perhaps long enough for 
the trees to mature. This does not 
seem like an unreasonable request, 
considering the fact that this citizen 
has lived in Kaslo for many years 
and has undoubtedly paid many 
thousands of dollars in Village 
taxes and other fees long before 
this iteration of Village council was 
elected. Once again, positive as this 
proposal is, it has been thwarted by 
an unyielding and narrow-minded 
interpretation of this new Village 
Tree Plan.

Jim Van Horn
Kaslo

COVID and the 
antics of fearful 
true believers

The following is a scenario that 
completely baffles me. It involves 
two members of an organization that 
provides a worthwhile service to the 
community. Both are voluntarily 
donating time and energy to the 
organization. 

One is a believer of COVID 
vaccinations as promoted by our 
government, the big sponsor of 
allopathic medicine. The other 
is a believer of a more natural 
approach to medicine, one that is 
not overly reliant on manufactured 
pharmaceutical products. One is 
doubly vaccinated, the other is not 
vaccinated.

What baffles me is that the 
vaccinated person has expressed the 
opinion that being in the same room 
with the unvaccinated one constitutes 
a health risk to all in attendance. 
Therefore he will only attend when 
the other one is not there.

I don’t understand this position. 
Does it mean that the vaccinated 
one doesn’t really trust that the 
jabs received will offer protection? 
Does it mean that all unvaccinated 
people are deemed to be infected, 
contaminated? Does it mean that 
persons who don’t march to the 
erratic beat of a government agenda 
are subversives? I don’t know. I can’t 
even guess.

I have no problems being in a 
room with people who think and 
act differently than I do. In fact, 
I welcome differences. However, 
when a room contains people 
who will not accept other good 
people who happen to think and act 
differently from an agenda promoted 
by spurious leaders, I become very 
uncomfortable. Even images from 

1934 Germany begin to surface.
It seems to me that this world 

would benefit greatly from more 
impudent Tommys, like the one that 
was thrown out of Sunday School. 
When the teacher/leader told the 
class about the rewards of hard 
work, Tommy put up his hand and 
mentioned some people who worked 
hard but were not rewarded. He also 
mentioned some people who were 
rewarded for no work at all. So they 
threw Tommy out of Sunday School.

There is one Ashley Brilliant 
quote which all true believers might 
be wise to pay attention to. It says: 
“The more sure you are, the more 
wrong you can be.”

Jon Wyngaard
Riondel

Robin is in the 
hood of Box 
Mountain

I just recently learned that our very 
own community forest NACFOR 
was given an honourable mention 
for the Robin Hood Memorial Award 
for best exemplifying the values 
of innovation and leadership in 
land management and building 
and maintaining social licence and 
involvement with local community 
and First Nations. I am not sure 
what the rating system was for this 
award but if it involved a survey, the 
residents of Crescent Bay and the 
Autonomous Sinixt were definitely 
not included.

Before you get all excited, 
remember this is the same association 
that has their unique model of forest 
management that will give them 
social licence to boldly go where no 
man has gone before regardless of 
local opposition. This award is given 
out by Minister Katrine Conroy. I 
am not sure what version of Robin 
Hood she read; I always thought it 
was about taking from the rich and 
giving to the poor.

The other news that I just 
learned of was that one of my 
friends received an email from Chris 
Johnson, Manager of Community 
Sustainability, RDCK. When 
asked about the WRR project on 
Box Mountain, he stated that the 
purpose of the Community Wildfire 
Protection Plan was to identify how a 
community could protect itself from 
wildfire by identifying areas with the 
highest risk to the community. But 
through this process, other areas are 
identified that are of lower risk, such 
as Box Mountain. He also stated that 
the RDCK was not involved with the 
prescription development. He then 
goes on to state that at this present 
time, NACFOR does not have plans 
to implement the prescription, based 
on feedback from the community. 
The mayor has also recently stated 
that at present there are no definite 
plans to seek further funding in 
regards to Box Mountain.

So if the goal is to protect us from 
risk of fire, why the over-the-top 
expansion of Box Lake Campground, 

which results in increased risk of 
man-made fire? I think Crescent 
Bay should actually be the ones to 
be protected from the Village. Their 
pole yard and NACFOR’s log yard 
are huge risks. Witness NACFOR’s 
log yard catching fire this summer.

So if it is true and there are no 
plans to log Box Mountain, you can 
save some of our tax dollars and 
send the hydrologist home. But until 
I hear from you that all plans are off, 
I suggest you spend your energy in a 
more positive way and purchase one 
of our Save Box Mountain T-shirts 
or toques. They are really popular.

Cindy Schroff
Crescent Bay

Keeping up 
with Dave

Dave is keeping me on my toes. 
One day he professes to care about 
wild places and the endangered 
animals that live there. The next day 
I hear him say he’s going to develop 
the 12,750-acre Zincton Resort right 
in the middle of a wild area where 
those endangered animals will be 
displaced by human activity.

Another day Dave boasts of a 
green, carbon-neutral resort that will 
host 1,270 to 1,700 daily recreators 
who will be travelling from all 
corners of the planet via plane, train 
and automobile which are not carbon 
neutral, no matter how one might 
spin it.

Electric buses to transport folks 
from New Denver to the resort is a 
lovely idea until you begin to wonder 
where the heck bus passengers will 
park their cars in our village. In his 
plan, Dave has made no provision to 
address this issue and may think it’s 
someone else’s problem. 

Dave gallops along with his 
green-washed fantasies. They go 
something like this – there will 
forever be great snow for his resort 
even with a climate crisis crashing 
down around our ears; all the animals 
and humans can coexist on his hills 
even as a grizzly chases a mountain 
biker down the slope in the biking 
season; the resort village will be 
green with solar, though in winter 
the sun breaks through the overcast 
only occasionally.

Dave boasts he will clean up 
old mining waste areas that dot his 
proposed resort and tenure. As an 
individual, he can’t do that; it’s the 
business of government and their 
experts to determine if and when to 
do that kind of complex work.

Dave told us he wanted to connect 
with our community. A public 
Zoom presentation was arranged by 
Mountain Resorts Branch (MRB). 
This sales pitch attempt by MRB and 
Dave’s team was empty of important 
content. During the Q & A segment, 
the meeting was abruptly ended 20 
minutes early, seemingly when the 
questions became too well informed 
and pointed. This tactic meant the 
remaining answers couldn’t be read 

continued on page 6
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by all participants. Despite promising 
that all Q & A would be posted on the 
MRB FAQ section of their website, 
as of November 12, they had not yet 
been posted. Deadline for comments 
to MRB is November 23.

There are way too many 
incongruities and contradictions 
in Dave’s fantasies for me to trust 
anything he says.

On past community Facebook 
pages, as I recall, Dave stated he’d 
like to leave a legacy in this part 
of the world. I’d suggest that a 
beautiful, life-affirming legacy might 
be that Dave donate his property 
along the 31A corridor to a non-profit 
organization that will steward the 
land without the thought that it needs 
to be developed. This could be a way 
for Dave to contribute, to create more 
wild space in our area and for him to 
feel good about it.

Randy Cofer
Rural Silverton

continued from page 5

Keeping it 
positive at the 
Snk’mip Marsh 
Sanctuary

We respond to the letter from 
Nina Leontowicz, which we feel 
presents an inaccurate picture of the 
amazingly positive restoration work 
the Valhalla Foundation for Ecology 
has done during the past four-and-
a-half years at the Snk’mip Marsh 
Sanctuary.

The sign she mentions at the 
expanded Snk’mip marsh overlook 
(created in order to provide a more 
inclusive location for all people to 
enjoy the marsh) was placed there 
to explain why a perimeter road 
had been restored. This sign was 
necessary so that walkers would be 
aware that they could no longer use 
that road surface as a walking path 
(it had been decommissioned and 
turned back over to nature). In order 
to explain why we removed the road, 
it was necessary to mention how the 
road got there in the first place.

The restoration work we did was 
guided by two of North America’s 
top wetland restoration biologists 
and engineering experts. It was 
their prescription that most of the 
extensive road network and a gravel 
pit created on the property be 
decommissioned and restored.

We would also like to correct the 
claim that the perimeter road around 
the wetland acted as a levee to “hold 
up” the rail trail above the property. 
This is simply not true.

That road was in fact damming up 
springs and natural drainage patterns 
below the rail trail, interrupting 
water’s natural flow into the marsh. 
There were many places where the 
bank had been undercut into the 
slope by the previous owner, causing 
serious destabilization and erosion. 
We fixed this damage by adding 
material to stabilize the undercut 
banks below the rail trail and at the 

gravel pit.
This work was approved by 

the Ministry of Environment 
(permit granted under the Water 
Sustainability Act) and with permits 
from both the provincial government 
and the Regional District, all 
supervised by world-class wetland 
restoration experts.

I have in past toured the marsh 
area with members of the Leontowicz 
family, explaining our restoration 
plans in detail. At no time did I say 
we would not be using machinery 
to repair the ecological damage 
previously done there. Logically, 
a similar machine as the one used 
to build the road had to be used to 
deactivate and decompact it.

All of our signs celebrate the 
positive and talk about this wetland 
restoration achievement in the 
context of the huge benefits to toads, 
frogs, turtles, snakes, birds and other 
critters who now have a larger and 
safer place to call home. As a nod to 
“the previous owner,” when the first 
Western Painted Turtle (a threatened 
species) to show up at Snk’mip was 
sighted this spring, basking happily 
in a new pond we created in the 
former gravel pit, we named it Pete 
the Turtle.

We invite all of your readers to 
join us in celebrating this wonderful 
resurgence in biodiversity, a clear 
indication of wetland restoration 
success.

Wayne McCrory,  biologist 
and director, Valhalla 

Foundation for Ecology
Hills

Re: VV Nov. 4, 
‘Covid 
Misinformation’ 
slanders Mercola

That’s how it’s done, folks. 
Slander the truth tellers – the ones 
who document and prove what 
they are saying with long-tested, 
tried-and-true lab work under strict 
science protocols. Call them names, 
belittle them, censor them, encourage 
people to never ever listen to a word 
they say or it’ll rot your brain. No no 
no, don’t ever even consider paying 
attention to a truth teller. Because 
it’s the worst thing you can ever do. 
You might get a glimpse of the truth 
behind the snow job. The essence. 
The actual REAL science that 
proves the scam. That must never 
be allowed to happen. To question 
the narrative. To think for ourselves 
and come to conclusions based on 
our own meticulous research. We 
must all blindly follow the non-
sensical deadly narrative blasted out 
at us from all angles. Heaven forbid 
anyone forming an opinion that 
differs from what they are telling 
us to think. “Trust the science,” 
they say. The fearful numbers every 
single day for how long now? Yet 
they offer no tangible science, no 
real data – they censor all that. The 
modelling must be trusted without 

doubt. Modelling? Make up some 
numbers, pop them in the algorithm 
and pick which ones to publish? Not 
quite right for the desired effect? 
Try some different numbers to 
portray Tuesday’s version of gloom 
and doom. Keep up the fear. The 
excuse to tighten the tyranny, the 
mandates. Shut everybody’s life 
down. Communities flatlined. The 
essence of humanity shelved. No 
legal standing for any of it. No 
scientific evidence to back any of 
it up.

Try looking at the actual stuff 
under a microscope. It will horrify 
you. (Carrie Madej, Robert O. 
Young, Richard Fleming, Karen 
Kingston, Michael Yeadon and 
many more.) Find a real ingredient 
list – good luck with that. Try looking 
at the actual data from CDC, FDA, 
WHO, to see the real numbers they 
try to hide. Spoiler alert: it’s not on 
page one of the reports. Check out 
VAERS, although severely under-
reported as designed.

Or, believe their lies, at your 
peril. Wanna jab the kids? No 
problem, they say. They’re not all 
gonna get sterilized – only 50 to 
80%. Some will be okay. Many will 
die. The lucky ones get the placebo. 
(Zelenko, infowars.com Nov. 8)

Isn’t it worth a bit of time to do 
our own research if there’s even a 
question of malfeasance? The data 
doesn’t lie, if anyone takes the time 
to bother to look it up.  

Instead of slandering the guy (Dr. 
Mercola and others, mercola.com), 
why not take a look at what the guy 
is saying. Lots there to learn, a wealth 
of information, if there’s such a thing 
as an open mind anymore.

It’s pretty simple. Once you see 
it, you can’t unsee it – there’s only 
deeper layers to uncover. It’s war on 
the future of humanity. Straight up. 
With boosters forever.

Coercion is not consent. There is 
no informed consent here. I would 
hope life’s worth more than what 
they tell us to think on TV.

Al Muckle
Winlaw

Desperation 
and choice

A few weeks back, there was a 
freedom rally at Nelson City Hall. 
I hesitate to mention it but feel it’s 
important to state: those attending 
such events are standing in solidarity 
– choosing to stand together. It 
troubles me when a person, or group 
of persons, decides spontaneously 
there needs to be more attention. It 
worries me that some small faction of 
individuals decided to step into City 
Hall and stir a commotion to raise 
media awareness. Please know, you 
do not represent me and you have 
acted OUT of solidarity. I was glad 
to see the next protest rally didn’t 
produce the same act of desperation.

As for choice and VV editorials, 
I thank the editors for printing 
the public voice objectively. We 

assume here a vetting process in play 
that weeds out hate and anything 
construed as libelous. I applaud you 
for giving freedom to our voices 
and not giving into subjective and 
dogmatic ideology. Undeniably, this 
is true journalism. Only publishing 
a mainstream agenda and censoring 
others is, and I don’t think this to too 
strongly put… fascist or autocratic.

T h e r e  i s  c o n s i d e r a b l e 
information out there and heaps 
of evidence available. Efforts at 
censorship are clearly in play. We 
see reputable scientists, including 
vaccine developers, standing out and 
saying that the mRNA treatment is 
unsafe to the human population. It 
warrants a step back and for further 
scientific study and investigation.

Despite this, the response… push 
the shot. Mandate, restrict, and take 
away freedoms.

Many of us concerned about 
potential effects of this experiment 
still say: this is about freedom of 
choice. If others review evidence 
without coercion and say this is an 
effective treatment and I want it… 
so be it.

But, let’s get it right. This 
is not like other vaccines. It is 
an experimental treatment that 
manipulates the human response 
at a genetic level. It’s the only 
treatment that is being offered (short 
of hospitals’ use of Remdesivir and 
ventilators – both of which are highly 
ineffective and not without risk).

If you know this, and you know 
that each shot is only good for… how 
many months?... and that boosters 
are required and there is a potential 
of needing boosters indefinitely 
(maybe we can booster our way 
to zero COVID?), you’d likely be 
aware that the only treatment being 
forced upon us all was designed to 
lower symptoms to prevent people 
from getting so sick and infectious so 
as to be a lower risk to others and the 
hospital system. You likely know this 
doesn’t prevent infection and spread. 
And that we as a species have been 
exposed to coronavirus along with 
many other viral assaults again and 
again. You’d likely be convinced 
no other treatments are being used 
safely and effectively. And you’d be 
convinced too that mRNA injections 
are completely safe for you and the 
community. Knowing all this… it’s 
your right to choose.

Don’t allow desperation and 
frustration to rule the right of others 
to freely choose.

T. Orlando
Winlaw

Take your 
children back

Judging by the media hype, 
one might gather that every parent 
of a 5- to 11- year-old is impatient 
to get them the COVID shot. Not 
so. For many this is a time of 
mourning. It is hard to imagine an 
evil that would deliberately harm 
millions of children, but harder still 

to fathom any benevolent reason 
for government, corporate media, 
and drug companies to promote an 
experimental treatment that is not 
safe, effective, or necessary for them. 
In BC, just sending children to school 
on ‘vaccination’ day is deemed 
informed consent. I can only imagine 
that those administering these jabs to 
children mean well, but are unaware 
of the real data (start with VAERS 
and multiply each number by 50 to 
approximate the reality in the US 
alone) and ‘just following orders.’

“The benefits outweigh the 
risks.” Really? Healthy children 
are not at risk from COVID. A 
relative handful, almost all with 
serious comorbidities, have died 
worldwide. Meanwhile, thousands 
in the 12+ category have died or 
been seriously injured by these 
jabs, and what about the effects 
that develop gradually? “Children 
account for most new cases” but 
cases meaning what? Positive results 
with a test that has been recalled for 
inaccuracy? MISC-C, multi-system 
inflammatory syndrome in children, 
is caused by the spike protein, but 
was almost unknown until adults 
started getting the jab. You can see 
this in FDA charts: the condition 
suddenly peaked last winter, lending 
credence to the phenomenon of the 
newly jabbed transmitting the spike 
protein.

COVID is highly treatable, 
and simple lifestyle changes can 
improve immunity. Medical experts 
have been shouting this from the 
rooftops for 18 months. We are told 
otherwise to create a demand for 
these ‘vaccines.’ Children do not 
transmit to adults, either.

Michael Yeadon, ex-Pfizer 
scientist, warns that the shots are 
50 times more deadly to children 
than COVID. Dr. Nagase has an 
even starker message. Every parent 
should watch his speech explaining 
why children are at enormous risk of 
cancer years down the line. (Odysee, 
Rumble) He estimates the COVID 
shots to be the biggest cancer risk 
the world has ever known.

Infertility is a huge concern. A 
FOIA request in Japan demonstrated 
that the spike protein travels around 
the body and concentrates in tissues 
including the ovaries and testes. If 
the shots alter DNA, what could this 
mean for future generations, if any? 
There is no long-term safety data.

The children’s shots include 
tromethamine, used to stabilize 
pH during cardiac events. Wait. 
Cardiac events, in previously healthy 
children? Tromethamine has never 
been properly tested on children and 
has side effects like bleeding through 
eyes and skin.

I can’t tell you what choices to 
make for your children, but neither 
should elected or unelected officials 
who have never met them, or a drug 
company rep. Take your power 
back as parents. Do your research. 

continued on page 7
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The New Brunswick minister of 
education recently said, “they are 
the state’s children.” Can you see the 
writing on the wall?

Lisa Ross
Kaslo

The views of Lisa Ross are not 
the views of Liz Ross BScN (Public 
Health Nurse- retired) of Kaslo.

continued from page 6

Please speak up
November 23 is the last day to 

comment on Zincton. Please speak 
up. Insist on the best and demand 
our government act for the benefit of 
all – people and environment – not 
just business.

The Kootenays are an area of 
natural beauty and wonder with a 
long history for both Indigenous 
peoples and those of us born and tied 
to this land.

I grew up here. These are the 
lands and people that, for myself 
and others, formed a deep respect 
for the Indigenous ancestors who 
called these lands home and the sheer 
natural beauty that surrounded us. 
While the lakes brought settlement 
and prosperity, the mountain passes 
remained wild and adventurous.

Travelling between Kaslo and 
New Denver is a quick step back in 
time with an immediate connection 
to nature. You cannot help but be 
awed at nature at its finest tucked 
into this range of mountains.

This is a remarkable location. 
You are immediately surrounded by 
mountains, forest, water and wildlife. 
This pass is where we took visitors 
to look into the deep wells of water 
in creeks, to catch glimpses of trout 
or better still to see grizzly fishing 
from the river banks. We watched 
countless black bears enjoying 
berries and apples. At times, when 
low cloud settled across the mountain 
tops, we could catch glimpses of 
wapiti.

Along with the natural beauty 
came a connection to the history of 
this incredible place – Sandon being 
the most notable with Pelle Peterson 
(author of Window in the Rock).

On either end of this drive, two 
small communities continue to thrive 
and provide a connection to the past 
with old buildings, a paddlewheeler 
and access to two incredible lakes. 
Both of these communities have 
worked hard to sustain themselves 
and the area history. Both have had 
an influx of new, young families in 
recent years.

Unfortunately, others see this 
area as profit. Its beauty attracts 
people and someone always believes 
they can somehow make that into 
a dollar, citing jobs and increased 
capital in the area. Most who live 
in and love this area are not here 
for ski resorts, tourism dollars or 
seeking fame and fortune. They are 
here because of the calm and nature 
that surrounds them, and yes there 
are many recreation areas. A lifestyle 
that many envy.

There are already numerous 

tourism adventures throughout the 
area involving skiing, skidooing, 
ATVs, boating. At some point we 
have to ensure other quieter, less 
intrusive (and possibly equally 
profitable) endeavours can take 
place that do not adversely affect the 
wildlife and history of this area. That 
can only take place with a cohesive 
plan for the protection of this area 
and a well-thought-out process for 
the entire area as a whole, as well 
as recognizing that ‘sustainable 
development’ is an oxymoron that 
does not fit with our present-day 
recognition of the importance of 
wildlife and the environment.

Please protect this incredible 
place for future generations, so they 
can connect so readily to the natural 
world, and for the health and well-
being of the wildlife, forest, water 
and peoples who live here.

Please speak up.
Glynis Thomas

Sydney, NS

Broken rail trail 
promises: a 
betrayal of the 
public trust

Two years ago, our provincial 
government promised to make non-
motorized the rail trail that runs 
along the shoreline of Slocan Lake, 
adjacent to the Snk’mip Marsh 
Nature Sanctuary and through the 
centre of the marsh watershed/
ecosystem, then north through the 
many wetlands and ecologically 
sensitive areas of the Bonanza 
Biodiversity Corridor.

It was a fight, but after years 
of controversy and conflict in the 
community and following multi-
year negotiations, Recreation Sites 
and Trails BC finally acknowledged 
the ecological and recreational 
importance of having the rail trail be 
non-motorized.

Recreation Sites & Trails BC 
employee Justin Dexter announced 
two years ago in an official letter 
of authorization that the rail trail 
would be non-motorized “on or 
before October 31 of 2021.” He 
himself set the deadline to make the 
Rosebery to Summit Lake rail trail 
strictly non-motorized. He gave his 
department plenty of time (two+ 
years) to put the necessary approvals 
and arrangements into place.

That announcement two years 
ago decreed there would be one trail 
for motorized riders and a separate 
trail for human-powered recreation. 
The government was quick to spend 
taxpayers’ money to build roads 
through the wilderness for off-
road machine-riders. Conversely, 
for those of us who have patiently 
waited for the implementation of 
non-motorized on the rail trail, we 
have only a broken promise.

Millions of dollars worth of 
wetland restoration work has been 
done along that rail trail corridor to 
restore precious and rare ecosystems. 

This restoration work was done in 
good faith, in anticipation of the non-
motorized implementation, by two 
conservation organizations: us (the 
Valhalla Foundation for Ecology) 
and the Slocan Lake Stewardship 
Society. This extensive and valuable 
wetland restoration was completed in 
sync with what we believed would be 
the promised non-motorization of the 
rail trail by October 31 of this year.

Motorized traffic negatively 
impacts restoration efforts and 
diminishes the value and effectiveness 
of both of our organizations’ hard 
work. Much of the funding we 
worked so hard to raise was granted 
on the precondition that the rail trail 
be non-motorized.

The Bonanza Biodiversity 
Corridor (which includes Snk’mip 
Marsh) has been formally named 
a ‘Community Nominated Priority 
Place for Conservation’ under the 
Canada Nature Fund. This is a 
world-class ecosystem deserving of 
our government’s priority attention 
– but instead, they chose to placate 
the ATV lobby.

We patiently looked forward 
to the rail trail becoming non-
motorized on October 31 after the 
new motorized road network, called 
the ‘moto bypass,’ was completed 
and in use by mid-July. But there is 
currently nothing to stop vehicles 
from blasting through our sensitive 
ecosystems: no gates, no signs, 
no bollards. It’s a slap in the face 
to conservation organizations that 
have acted in good faith, trusting our 
government. 

We call on Recreation Sites & 
Trails BC to immediately implement 
its promise to protect these sensitive 
and rare wetland ecosystems from 
the damaging effects of motorized 
traffic, such as noise disturbance, 
displacement of sensitive species, 
dust, spread of invasive species, and 
fire hazard.

Lorna Visser, director, 
Valhalla Foundation for Ecology 

Hills

When 
government 
lies betray the 
people

As a veteran health freedom 
activist of 40 years, I never imagined 
that I’d witness the current brutal 
assault on our most basic human 
right – the right to protect one’s 
bodily autonomy and the right to 
refuse unwanted medical treatments. 
The right to give free and informed 
consent to any treatment or drug 
is enshrined in the Canadian 
Constitution and in medical law. The 
Informed Consent Doctrine has been 
tested in the courts and validated by 
the Supreme Court of Canada. Any 
medical treatment where patient 
consent is obtained by coercion or 
fraud or incomplete disclosure of 
risks, is deemed a “battery” or an 
assault.  

Regardless of one’s personal 
preference regarding COVID 
shots, you have the right to make 
a voluntary and fully informed 
decision based on full disclosure of 
ALL the known risks and benefits 
of this experimental new ‘gene 
therapy.’ Additionally, medical 
providers have a “duty to inform 
patients of available alternatives 
to the treatment being proposed, 
where these are more conservative, 
and involve fewer risks, than the 
treatment which is being proposed.” 

These are known as “leaky” 
vaccines that were designed to lessen 
symptoms, NOT to prevent SARS-
Cov2, nor prevent transmission of 
the disease. It is acknowledged by 
virologists and epidemiologists as 
well as the inventor of the mRNA 
vaccine technology, that these “non-
sterilizing” “gene therapy” vaccines 
are driving the emerging variants 
against which these injections 
are useless. In countries with the 
highest vaccination rates, fully 
vaccinated people are getting ill, 
being hospitalized and dying. 

For over a year, groups of 
frontline medical doctors in the 
US and other countries have been 
successfully treating COVID 
patients with safe and effective 
‘repurposed’ drugs which our 
medical system withholds from 
patients while it attacks and sanctions 
doctors trying to help the sick. 
The dominant and corrupt medical 
policy that denies patients access 
to life-saving treatments constitutes 
medical malpractice and criminal 
malfeasance on a massive scale. It’s 
estimated that 75% of COVID deaths 
could have been averted had these 
medications been employed early 
on when treatment protocols were 
discovered. Instead of saving lives, 
the medical system, government and 
compliant media have ruthlessly 
suppressed knowledge and access 
to treatments. 

The medical/pharmaceutical/
public health cartel has been lying 
to the people since the beginning 
of this nightmare. Rather than 
implement the known and effective 
pandemic plans drawn up after 
the first SARS outbreak (2003), 
governments have instead imposed 
destructive measures without any 
basis in science that have caused vast 
and immeasurable suffering on the 
society as a whole.

As we approach the end of year 
two of this COVID nightmare, it is 
clear that COVID shots are neither 
safe nor effective and must NEVER 
be mandated for any reason! In the 
US, 17,619 deaths and 127,457 
serious injuries following these 
injections have been reported so far 
and represent ONLY one percent 
(1%) of the total adverse events 
that have happened. In Canada, it 
is estimated that injuries and deaths 
are approximately 10% of the US 
experience.

Edda West
Winlaw

Open letter to Jeff 
Bromley, United 
Steelworkers 
Union

Can you please provide the 
background research to your 
claims about the Province’s recent 
announcement about old-growth 
deferrals?

You claim 9,000 jobs loss potential. 
How to you arrive at this number?

You protest a stacked environmental 
Old Growth Technical Advisory 
Committee and biased process. Can you 
explain? Even I got to weigh in during 
the two-year Old growth Review Panel 
survey, submission and stakeholder 
meeting process, as did every citizen 
of BC. Why did USW decline in 2019 
and 2020? It is now a little late in the 
game for input?

If there is not 3% old growth left in 
BC, what is your number?

Where did you come up with the 
claim that 75% of all old growth left in 
BC is in a park or outside the harvesting 
land base?

You believe you have a sustainable 
industry but job losses, mill closures 
before any deferrals certainly prove 
otherwise. What is your proof your 
industry is renewable and sustainable?

Before even Sierra and Old Growth 
Technical Advisory Panel, the Auditor 
General (2014, 2016) and the Forestry 
Practices Board (2014, 2016, 2020) and 
numerous ombudsmen investigations 
have repeatedly reported and made 
recommendations that your industry 
is not sustainable. Why now is it a gut 
punch?

Is kowtowing to environmentalists 
and climate change really a bad thing?

One final question: you say NDP 
is not concerned with water, flood 
controls, caribou extirpation, wildfires, 
droughts, missing salmon and any 
community values. I disagree. These 
things are really important to all people, 
not just working people, and are front of 
mind with all and the NDP. A healthy 
society and its forests are far more than 
just jobs. Industry is closing the mills on 
their own workers, not these deferrals, 
environmental organizations and 
government. Are your claims serious? 
Could raw log experts, automations 
and over-clearcutting be your enemy?

This industry may have been 
‘sustainable’ at one time, before 
clearcutting, and it may be renewable 
if you plant forests, not just monoculture 
conifer farms. Until then, I am afraid 
you are working in a sunset industry. 
Perhaps USW, COFI (Council of Forest 
Industries) and TLA (Truck Loggers 
Association) are all just blowing smoke. 
Since 2005, 35 sawmills in BC’s Interior 
(my backyard) and nine on the coast 
have permanently shuttered, along 
with about half of the coastal shake 
and shingle mills, and thousands of 
jobs were lost with these closures… all 
without a ripple or a blip to BC’s GDP 
or to the total provincial labour force.

Taryn Skalbania
Peachland
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VILLAGE OF 
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES

Winter Seasonal Casual Equipment 
Operator Employment

The Village of New Denver is currently updating our winter 
season, casual/on call employee list. Based on an on-call, 
as-needed basis, the successful candidate will perform snow 
plowing duties and assist in the maintenance of municipal in-
frastructure. Ability to operate heavy equipment with skill and 
safety is required. Remuneration is set at $26.54/hr. Must have 
valid BC Driver’s Licence with Air Brake Endorsement. Contact 
the Village of New Denver for more information.

Volunteers Needed! – Community 
Gym Reopening

The Village of New Denver is working with the RDCK towards 
the reopening of the Community Gym. In order to do so we are 
required to follow COVID-19 related Provincial Health Orders 
and Interior Health Orders which includes checking vaccine 
passports. We are looking for volunteers who would be willing to 
periodically help with drop-in vaccination passport spot checks.  
The gym hours will be reflective of how many volunteers are 
available and when. If you are as excited to have the gym re-
opened as we are, please call the Village of New Denver Office 
at 250-358-2316 and sign up as a volunteer. 

Preparing For Winter Snowplowing
The Village of New Denver reminds residents that snow removal 
is a priority over the winter months. The Village requests your 
cooperation in removing items from the lanes, alleys and bou-
levards so that plowing can be done efficiently and safely.  To 
ensure public safety, residents are asked not to approach the 
operators while they are working. Please direct any questions 
regarding snow removal to the Village Office instead.   

Public Notices
Stay informed!  The Village of New Denver often posts important 
information under Public Notices on our website.  Check out 
our website today at https://newdenver.ca/.

Human Trafficking Presentation
Cathy Peters, BC Anti Human Trafficking Educator, Speaker and 
Advocate has been traveling around BC presenting to regional 
districts, cities, towns, etc.  She will be presenting (via WebEx) 
at the November 23, 2021 Council meeting at 7:00 PM.  We are 
inviting everyone to tune in for this informative presentation. Go 
to www.newdenver.ca to access the link. 

115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

It pays to 
advertise in 
the Valley 
Voice!!!
Call toll free 

1-833-501-1700 for details 
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

SMoKey CreeK Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work, 
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal

WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS
359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539

3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

by Kathy Hartman
• A presentation by The Wild 

Connection, a group that formed in 
response to the Zincton proposal, 
is covered in a separate article 
elsewhere in this issue.

• Volunteers are needed to open 
the community gym. The Village 
is looking for volunteers willing 
to perform drop-in vaccination 
passport spot checks periodically. 
A survey seeking advice on the best 
opening hours will be circulated. 
Village staff will issue activated key 
fobs to members who have paid the 
membership fee electronically at 

New Denver council, November 9: Volunteers needed to open community gym
the Village office, have shown their 
double vaccination QR code, a piece 
of ID, signed the agreement to abide 
by the rules, and not misuse their 
fob by admitting non-members. Key 
fobs will be deactivated for members 
not complying with the signed 
agreement. The RDCK will pay for 
the installation of the key fob entry 
system and will contribute to pay for 
Village staff time to administer the 
entry system. Anyone interested in 
signing up as a volunteer can contact 
the Village office.

• To support housing supply, the 
Province has proposed legislation 
that  would streamline local 
government approval processes. 
The proposed legislation would 
remove the requirement for local 
governments to hold public hearings 
for zoning bylaw amendments 
that are consistent with an official 

community plan, and would enable 
local governments to delegate minor 
development variance permits 
to local government staff. This 
will speed up the process of new 
affordable housing in our area.

• Council discussed the need for 
clean-up at the Rosebery Transfer 
Station. There have been complaints 
about bins overflowing, garbage 
scattered, bear attractants, and gates 
left open. Council directed staff to 
ask the RDCK to include the cost 
of a bin compacter in the 2022 
budget and have it installed as soon 
as possible.

• Concerns were raised about 
the speed limit coming down the hill 
from Denver Siding to New Market 
Foods. Councillor Gerald Wagner 
said he would like to see the speed 
limit changed to 30 kilometres per 
hour as vehicles enter town from the 
Kaslo highway. It’s a busy pedestrian 
area and he has seen a few close 
calls. Mayor Leonard Casley said he 

would bring this up with the Ministry 
of Transportation.

• Councillor John Fyke sang the 
praises of Business Support Advisor 
Karen Kornelsen. She was hired 
by the Slocan Valley Economic 
Development Partnership (SVEDP) 
in June to assist businesses in the 
area with their digital presence and 
help to access funding. She’s also 
created a private Facebook group, 
Slocan Valley Business Community, 
to provide a safe and private space 
for Slocan Valley business owners to 
collaborate, network and support one 
another. Some of the New Denver 
businesses she is working with are 
Big Dog Music, Genex Mining, New 
Denver Friday Market, Silverton Co-
Work Society, Silverton Camp Café, 
Objects & Feelings, Tiny Hills Farm, 
Alpenglow RV, Raven’s Nest, Sew 
Much More, New Market Foods 
and Eldorado. One of her current 
projects is to promote local offerings 
or events this winter. Contact her at 

karenk@futures.bc.ca.
• The COVID-19 Advisory 

Committee has begun work on 
creating posters, inserts and mailouts. 
Councillor Vern Gustafson noted 
that the Yukon had declared a state 
of emergency the day before due 
to an upswing in hospitalizations. 
“We need to keep going on the right 
path,” he said. 

• Councillor Gerald Wagner 
was reappointed as council’s 
representative on Recreation 
Commission #6, with Councillor 
John Fyke as alternate. Tamara 
Barkowsky was reappointed as the 
New Denver area representative on 
the commission.

• At the next council meeting, 
there will be a human trafficking 
presentation by Cathy Peters, BC 
anti human trafficking educator, 
speaker and advocate. She will 
be presenting (via WebEx) at the 
November 23 council meeting at 7 
pm. Everyone is invited.

submitted
New trail has been built to bypass a 

very wet section of the rail trail between 
Hills and Summit Lake.

“Along this scenic 1.7-kilometre 
trail section, you skirt the Upper 
Bonanza Marsh, passing quietly outside 
the core riparian habitat area,” says Kip 
Drobish of the Valhalla Hills Nordic Ski 
Club, which managed the project. “The 
railway was built in a straight line for its 
purposes, with no consideration for the 
wetland habitat, and diverted Bonanza 
Creek to its south side. In the 40 years 
since CP Rail pulled up the tracks, 
Bonanza Creek along with the busy 
beavers have been slowly undoing the 
integrity of the railway bed. In recent 
years the wet areas have enlarged to 
the point where now deep wading is 
involved in traversing the railway, 
now rail trail. The bypass trail gives ski 
tourers a way around open water that 
has been a problem for several winters.”

New trail bypasses riparian area on rail trail
The trail follows an old wagon trail 

that was apparently abandoned when 
the railway was built. “The ski club 
would like to acknowledge those who 
came before us who made and used 
this route – the Sinixt people and early 
colonials,” Drobish said.

The project was funded by 
Columbia Basin Trust and the Valhalla 
Hills Nordic Ski Club, which has 
a recreational tenure polygon that 
includes the area from the rail trail to 
the highway. Many cross-country skiers 
use this rail trail section in the winter 
for ski tours.

The new bypass trail includes three 
crossing structures over small tributary 
streams and was built wide enough 
to barely accommodate adaptive 
bicycling. The trail was also built to 
accept gravel road bicycles, skiers, 
and foot traffic. The terrain is mostly 
flat with a few short sections of 15% 
slopes. It was not built for the wear that 

accompanies motorized cycles and the 
ski club is requesting that they do not 
use this trail.

The trail is almost all shaded in the 
summer by the large conifers that have 
regrown in the old wagon path since 
it was abandoned and after the valley 
corridor fire over 100 years ago. The 
bird breeding season is fabulous for 
bird-watching and lots of views up to 
Big Sister and Rugged Peaks towering 
1,800 metres above. 

“Come for a ski, walk or ride and 
respectfully enjoy this part of our 
valley,” Drobish says. 

Valhalla Hills Nordic Ski Club is 
a community-based society, whose 
purpose is to create opportunities for 
all ages to find joy in the sport and 
recreation of cross-country skiing. 
The club grooms eight kilometres 
of trails for classic and skate skiing, 
accessed at a trailhead with off-
highway parking midway between 
New Denver and Nakusp. The club 
offers a sport development program 
for children as young as four years old 
up to late teens, with a racing program, 
and encourages everyone to benefit 
from winter exercise on their groomed 
tracks. 

“If you are new to the area or have 
time this year, VHNSC can always 
use more volunteers and coaches,” 
says Drobish. Membership can be 
purchased at www.zone4.ca and then 
in the search box, type ‘Valhalla Hills’ 
for membership registration.
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Are you passionate about 
community service?

Nakusp Rotary may have a place 
for you!

Contact Sara Collinson for details.
saracoll@telus.net

Pet Food and Farm 
Animal Feed

Open 9-5 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat, Closed Sunday

Fir pellets 
700 kg bulk 
totes $304 
& bagged  

wood pellets 
$385/ton Electrical Supplies!!!

Masks are now mandatory when in store please, limit of 6 people in store at one time

35% off all 
flowering fall 
bulbs 
Bulk garlic 
still 
available

Tough Duck 
clothing, 

Jackets, flannel 
shirts, overalls, 

long sleeve 
safety shirts & 

hoodies. 
Buffalo flannel 

shirts $69.99

Snow blowers, 
shovels, 

toboggans, 
ice melt

Bird food & 
feeders

by Jan McMurray
The wildfire mitigation work 

done in the Slocan Valley over 
the last dozen years was put to 
the test this past summer during 
the Trozzo Creek wildfire – and 
it definitely passed.

“The way the fire travelled 
followed our predictions,” said 
Stephan Martineau, manager 
of the Slocan Integral Forestry 
Cooperative (SIFCo), which 
has been focusing on wildfire 
risk reduction in the Slocan 
Valley community forest for 12 
years. “The fire stayed above our 
two prescribed burns and two 
treatment areas in the Winlaw-
Trozzo-Anderson/Lemon 

SIFCo’s wildfire mitigation work proved beneficial during Trozzo Creek wildfire 
watersheds.”

The goal of SIFCo’s wildfire 
mitigation work is to create 
protective buffers around 
communities by ridding the 
surrounding forest of flammable 
materials, such as accumulated 
ground fuels. This can be done 
through prescribed burning, 
which involves burning a swath 
of forest under controlled 
conditions, and through fuel 
treatment work, which involves 
cleaning up the forest floor, 
thinning trees, and pruning the 
trees’ lower branches. 

In the Winlaw area (south 
end of the fire), the fire was 
extinguished just before 
advancing into the area where 
SIFCo had done prescribed 
burning in the spring. “It didn’t 
touch the prescribed burn,” he 
said, “but it burned a portion of 
what was going to be phase three 
of the prescribed burn. So you 
can see how our fire behavior 
predictions were accurate.” 
(Martineau said the phase three 

prescribed burn, minus the area 
already burned by the fire, will 
be done in spring 2022, weather 
permitting.)

At the north end of the fire, 
BC Wildfire Service (BCWS) 
was able to do a successful 
backburn from an area where 
SIFCo had done fuel treatment 
by thinning, pruning and cleaning 
up the forest floor. “BCWS used 
one of our interface areas as an 
anchor,” Martineau said. “This 
was critical because if the fire had 
crossed that zone, the likelihood 
of it travelling down the walls 
of the valley would have greatly 
increased. The backburn worked 
perfectly and created a barrier 
between the community and the 
wildfire, so it was very useful 
to have that interfaced anchor 
area there.”

Two other areas treated by 
SIFCo – the Trozzo interface and 
the Ponderosa prescribed burn – 
were not put to the test during 
the Trozzo fire. However, had 
the fire behaved a bit differently, 
these two areas would have acted 
as major fuel breaks, Martineau 
said.

“We worried that the fire 
would jump Lemon Creek,” 

recalled Martineau. “It didn’t, but 
if it had, it would have jumped 
over just north of our Ponderosa 
prescribed burn, and that would 
have protected the community.”

The fire started high up in the 
Trozzo watershed and spread to 
within 1.5 kilometres of SIFCo 
fuel treatment areas. “If the fire 
had advanced further, BCWS 
could have used those areas 
we fuel-mitigated as anchor 
spaces to defend the community 
from the approaching wildfire,” 
Martineau said.

There were evacuation 
orders during the fire, but there 
was no damage to any homes 
or structures. “I don’t know if 
people realize how close we 
were to a situation that could 
have had a much more dramatic 
impact on the community,” 
Martineau said. “Some days, 
we were within hours of the fire 
spreading down the valley faces, 
and homes would have been 
directly threatened.”

The longest evacuation 
order, in the Rooster Road/
Popou Road/Anderson Creek 
area lasted a bit longer than 
three weeks. “It was ironic that 
my house was the one closest 

to the wildfire,” Martineau says, 
chuckling about it now. “But you 
need help from Mother Nature 
and we were very lucky we got 
that rain in August. The rain this 
fall has been great, too.”

Martineau says he thought 
BCWS did “an outstanding 
job. The relationship we’ve 
developed with them over the 
years proved helpful in keeping 
lines of communication open 
during the wildfire. Their incident 
commanders went above and 
beyond the call of duty.” 

He also noted that because 
the Trozzo fire started in the early 
part of the season, there were 
many more resources available 
than later in the summer when the 
province was rife with wildfires.

The bright side of the Trozzo 
fire, Martineau said, is, “We have 
a big fuel break now. In a lot of 
these areas, the available fuel 
was consumed, so it will help 
fire behaviour in the long term.”

On the down side, he 
says the fire burned too hot in 
many areas to be beneficial 
ecologically, and recovery will 
take time. “SIFCo will have to 
monitor the Trozzo and Winlaw 
watersheds that were extensively 

burned for water quality, quantity 
and timing of flow over the next 
many years, but Nature has a 
way of recovering over time,” 
he said. “The forest will adapt to 
climate change and come back 
differently, and hopefully we’ll 
find ways to help it along on that 
journey.”

“The work we’ve done to 
date is definitely helpful,” he 
concluded. “We’re still on a 
journey and haven’t arrived at 
the end of the road. This summer 
proved that being proactive is 
very useful – but it also showed 
that as a society, we are still 
very reactive and are not ready 
for these fires. The reality right 
now is not if the forest will burn 
but when it will burn. One of the 
biggest challenges is we’re still 
very siloed as organizations, 
a n d  c r o s s - o rg a n i z a t i o n 
communication still needs a lot 
of work.”

The Trozzo fire burned 6,000 
hectares of forest, and almost 
half of that is in the Slocan 
Valley community forest. The 
2,840 hectares burned in the 
community forest represents 
18% of SIFCo’s entire tenure 
area. 

by  John Boiv in ,  Local 
Journalism Initiative reporter

With its broadcast signal 
coming in stronger and clearer, 
the South Slocan Valley TV 
Society wants to know: is 
anybody watching?

“We just want to see who 
uses the service, if it’s valuable 
to them, and go from there,” 
says Peter Kabel, a member 
of the society’s board. “We’re 
trying to get a little bit more of 
an idea of who’s using it in the 
community and that’ll guide us 
into the future.”

The society operates three 
transmitters down the southern 
part of the Slocan Valley. They 
broadcast five TV stations and 
two FM radio stations over the 
air, allowing residents to get a 
free signal.

TV Society wants to tune in on its audience
The service has been 

provided for decades, and is 
paid for by property taxpayers in 
the area. The society gets about 
$26,000 annually through a grant 
from the Regional District of 
Central Kootenay.

The society cleared up some 
major transmission problems last 
year, and Kabel says now that the 
signal’s back to full strength, they 
want to find out who’s using the 
service, when, and why. 

“We’ve done a lot of 
upgrades to the system, made 
it more reliable, developed a 
maintenance plan, developed 
a plan for future upgrades,” he 
says. “But during this whole 
time, we don’t have an idea 
of who uses the service in the 
valley.”

So the board has reached 

out on social media and in the 
Valley Voice (see classified ad 
in this edition) asking people to 
contact the society and let them 
know what they think.

He says he’s already received 
comments that the service is 
valued in the community. 

“The people who’ve phoned 
me are very passionate saying 
that yes, they do use the service 
and really like it, and they know 
a number of their neighbours use 
the service,” he says. 

“I spoke to a number of 
people who said that their income 
doesn’t afford them to have a 
Starchoice or Shaw package,” he 
adds. “It’s expensive, it’s $100 a 
month. This service is free, and 
it’s HD-quality reception with a 
set of rabbit ears, so it’s a good 
service.”

The survey has been 
launched just as the society board 

is about to change. Its president 
and another board member are 
retiring, and Kabel is looking for 
volunteers to replace them at the 
society’s upcoming AGM.

The new board will be 
considering plans for the society, 
including the possibility of 
further upgrades or adding more 
channels. 

“But I don’t want to put all 
this effort into it if there’s only 
10 people using the service,” he 
says. “I hope the ad will bring out 
a few more people to give me a 
call. Everybody I talk to says 
they like it and appreciate it. So 
if we can formulate a plan based 
on, let’s say, 100 people using it, 
then it’s worth it.”

If you’d like to offer your 
thoughts on the service, or 
support the society’s work by 
being a member of the board, 
contact Kabel at 250-359-7944.

submitted
What is Giving Tuesday? 

Imagine a day dedicated to 
giving back, around the world, 
across Canada, and in your 
own community. Just as ‘Black 
Friday’ kicks off the holiday 
shopping season, Giving Tuesday 
is the opening day of the giving 
season. It’s a global day of giving, 
a time to celebrate and encourage 
activities that support charities 
and non-profits. Whether it’s 
making a donation, volunteering 
time, helping a neighbour or 
spreading the word, Giving 
Tuesday is a movement for 
everyone who wants to give 

Slocan Valley celebrates 
Giving Tuesday, November 30

something back.
It’s when we hope you 

will make a donation to the 
Slocan Valley Legacy Fund. 
This is our annual appeal for 
support through one-time gifts, 
monthly pledges, or donations 
made in memory or in honour 
of someone special. You can 
donate through our website at 
www.slocanvalleylegacy.com, or 
mail us a cheque, details online. 
However you choose to give, 
you will receive a tax receipt 
for donations over $20. Help us 
celebrate our 10th anniversary – 
we have been supporting local 
groups since 2011!
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Thank you for supporting your local businesses! 
The key to a thriving local economy throughout the pandemic and always

NAKUSP & AREA
Bon Marche Dollar Dollar
Open 9 am - 5 pm Monday to Saturday. Contactless debit/credit. Cleaning 
protocols in place, customers reminded to social distance. Masks are man-
datory in store.
Facebook: Bon Marche Dollar Dollar Nakusp
250-265-3644 

Crescent Bay Construction Ltd. 
Open Mon-Sat, 8 am-5 pm
Nitrile gloves must be put on (available beside the door) when entering and 
discarded (beside the door) when leaving.
Phone orders and pick-up available. E-transfer payment available at cresbay@
telus.net • 250-265-3747

Kim’s Kustoms
Open regular hours, 8:30 am-5:30 pm
250-265-4012 

Nakusp Glass
Open
Drop in, call or email to make an appointment.
250-265-3252, nakglass@telus.net 

Nakusp Taxi
Pick-up and delivery of anything from licenced food, beverage and retail stores.
250-265-8222

Royal LePage Selkirk Realty
Open Mon-Fri 9:30 am - 4:30 pm with COVID-19 safety precautions in place.
Our agents are more than happy to help!
250-265-3635; Nakusp@royallepage.ca

Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay
Mon-Sat, 9 am - 5:30 pm
Please drop off bike repairs to the rear entrance (in alley) of the shop. No 
appointments are necessary for bike tune-ups. Our coffee shop and lounge 
area is currently closed.
All 2019 bikes are on sale.
For all inquiries, call us as (250) 265-3332, email: info@shons.ca, website: 
www.shons.ca, Facebook: Shon’s Bike - Ski - Stay.

Save-On-Foods
Open 8 am - 7 pm daily. Max customer limit in place. Please shop individually. 
Bottle returns - up to 2 dozen max.
250-265-3662. Store Manager: Kira, Asst. Manager: Ryan

Eagle Small Motors and Repairs
Monday 4-6 pm; Tuesday-Thursday 9 am-6 pm; Friday-Saturday 9 am-5 pm.
250-265-4911

KASLO & AREA
ACE Building Centre-Kaslo
Open 7:30-5 Mon-Sat, Open Sundays and most stat holidays 10-2
250-353-7628, kaslo.building@telus.net, www.kaslobuilding.com 

Angry Hen Brewing Company
Open for patio and inside seating with off-sales for beer to go, 7 days a week! 
Phone to pre-order or to arrange a ‘beer-it-forward’ delivery for a friend. 250-
353-7446, lounge@angryhenbrewing.com, Facebook, Instagram.
Cornucopia
Now open Mon-Sat, 9:30 - 5:30, closed Sunday
250-353-2594; cornkaslo@gmail.com; Facebook Cornucopiakaslo

JB’s Pub & Restaurant
Open Thurs-Sun, 3-9 pm. Hours will extend in the summer.
Takeout available 250-353-7716; 250-353-7717

Jones Boys Boats
We are open for business!
www.jonesboysboats.com
250.353.2550 info@jonesboysboats.com 
https://www.facebook.com/Jonesboysboats

Kaslo Kayaking & Adventure Centre
www.kasloadventurecentre.com
250-353-1925 Getting you outside for your mental health!

Kaslo Hotel
Open! Pub 11:30 am  Wed – Sun, Closed Mon & Tues. Wing Wednesday every 
week from 3 pm. Front desk 8 am – 11 am & 3 pm - 8 pm for check-in and reser-
vations. Strict sanitizing protocols in place. 250-353-7714; www.kaslohotel.com; 
Facebookkaslohotel.com; Facebook

Kaslo Husky
Open Mon-Fri, 5 am-8 pm; Sat 6 am-8 pm; Sun 7 am-8 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. 250-353-2205

Kaslo Community Pharmacy
Open Monday-Friday 9:30 am-5:30 pm 
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-353-2224, By fax: 250-353-2336, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com
For prescription refills online visit: kaslopharmacy.myrefill.ca
403 Front Street, PO Box 550, Kaslo V0G 1M0
kaslopharm@gmail.com, phone 250-353-2224, fax 250-353-2336

Kaslo Mechanical
Open! Tuesday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm, Saturday 9 am - 1 pm
Closed long weekends.
6336 Hwy 31, Kaslo • 250-353-7409

Kul Nijjar, REALTOR(R) Fair Realty Ltd.
Open
kul@kulnijjar.ca, 250-505-4722

Sunnyside Naturals
Open Mon-Sat, 9 am-6 pm
Physical distancing measures in effect. Food takeout
Phone orders and delivery available. 250-353-9667

Woodbury Resort
Boat rentals, Camping, Fishing! Angler Incentive Program Depot
Ph: 250-353-7717; Fax 250-353-2004 woodbury@netidea.com

SLOCAN VALLEY
NEW DENVER
Glacier View Service
Open 7 days, 8 am - 6 pm
250-358-2445

New Denver Community Pharmacy
Open Mon-Fri, 10 am-5:30 pm
We look forward to serving you!
Welcome to shop by visiting during business hours or:
By phone: 250-358-2500, By fax: 250-358-252, By email: kaslopharm@gmail.com 
(please use reference “NDCP”) 309 6th Avenue, New Denver V0G 1S0

New Market Foods
Open every day, 8 am-6 pm
You are welcome to come and shop. Keep your distance as much as you can 
with others. We have hand sanitizer at the door as well as at the tills. If you are 
self isolating or not wanting to come to the store, we can do your shopping for 
you and have it delivered to you or you can pick it up. You can call the store at 
250-358-2270 or email shop@newmarketfoods.ca to place your orders.

Raven’s Nest
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 11:00 am – 4:00 pm; Closed Sunday & Mon-
day. We have a nice selection of the finest in eco-fashion and wool blan-
kets, our bookshelves, jewelry displays and card racks are brimming, and 
as always we carry unique creations by local and international artisans. 
Thanks for shopping locally – we hope to see you soon! 250-358-2178; 
RavensNestBC@gmail.com; RavensNestBC.com; and on Facebook.”

Sharie Merrifield’s Bookkeeping Service
Help your business succeed ! ! I will manage your GST, PST, MRDT, WCB, and 
Wage Deduction Remittances in a timely manner. 25 years experience. Sharie 
Merrifield (250) 358 - 6806 Email: sha01@telus.net (that is a zero, not an ‘O’) 

Wilds of Canada Cycle
Bicycle sales and service
Open Thurs-Fri, 10 am-5 pm
Drop-off service for bicycle repairs. Call for appointment: 250-358-7941 

Valley Voice
Open 1-833-501-1700; valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca, www.valleyvoice.ca

SILVERTON
Silverton Building Supplies
Open Monday-Saturday 8:00 am-5:00 pm
Hand sanitizer is provided. Please observe distancing. 
We look forward to serving you!
250-358-2293

Silverton Camp Cafe
Open year round, 7 days a week! Everything fresh baked daily. 
Monday-Saturday 9:30-2:30, Sunday 10-2. 780-660-3784

SLOCAN
Village of Slocan – Office, Library, Clinic, Fitness Centre
Village Office open – Masks Mandatory. Library open (Thursdays 1-5pm, 
Sundays 11am-3pm) - COVID protocols in place; masks mandatory; take out 
service available. Clinic open – Nurse Practitioner, Acupuncture - COVID 
protocols in place; masks mandatory. Fitness Centre temporarily closed.

Slocan Village Market
Open. Limiting number of customers in the store. Providing gloves and masks 
to shoppers. 
We are accepting orders by phone for pick-up for those who prefer not to 
enter the store. We are also offering delivery services on a weekly basis.
250-355-2211, svmkt@telus.net

WINLAW
Emery Herbals Botanical Dispensary, Healing Suites and 
Teaching Centre
The Botanical Dispensary is open Thursday -  Saturday 12-4. 
Order requests can be sent to orders@emeryherbals.com or phone 250-
226-7744. 
Visit our online shop:  https://emeryherbals.com/online-apothecary/
Colleen Emery, Cl.H, RHT (BCHA) is seeing clients onsite and online or via 
phone. New clients are welcome.
All classes and programs are hosted onsite and online.

Mama Sita’s
Open for dine-in, take-out, delivery & Outdoor seating. 8 am-8 pm.
Phone or come in. 250-226-7070.

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
New hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm; Sun 10 am-4 pm
Email to order for pick-up: gaiatreewholefoods@gmail.com  250-226-7255

COMMUNITY

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter

Julie-Ann Chapman doesn’t 
sound like the usual person applying 
for rights to access Crown land for her 
business venture.

“I’m not gonna lie, it’s the last 
thing I ever want to do, especially 
around this area,” she told the Valley 
Voice. “But if I want to continue to 
offer my training, I have to do it.” 

And in fact, Chapman’s business 
isn’t typical either.

T h e  K r e s t o v a - b a s e d 
businessperson isn’t applying for 
backcountry tenure to take well-
heeled tourists skiing in sensitive 
bear habitat, or to pull gravel from a 
mountainside.

She runs She Shreds Mountain 
Adventures, a company that trains 

Reluctant applicant seeks West Kootenay land tenure
people in safe snowmobile use, search 
and rescue, avalanche survival, and 
occupational training.

“It’s an education-based offering. 
We teach mountain safety, proper 
mountain etiquette, respecting the 
mountain, the environment. We give 
them a little history of who is entitled 
to the land and takes care of it,” she 
says. “We teach travelling safety in the 
backcountry. Our whole curriculum is 
safety-oriented and educational. It’s 
not guiding or touring.”

And as such, she says it means 
minimal impact on the environment.

“It’s day-use only. Our access is 
using already-existing forest service 
roads. The areas we’re asking to 
operate in are in already-existing 
snowmobile recreation mapped areas.

“This is where everyone already 

goes and snowmobiles in the area. I’m 
not taking away any secret stashes 
from the locals. And my clientele is 
very entry-level, they’re not getting 
far in a day.”

She also said her company 
stays on top of environmental 
trends, continually upgrades their 
snowmobiles to reduce their impact 
and hopes to move to electric snow 
machines as soon as possible.

“It’s something She Shreds 
is going to embrace and change 
and we will be updating to electric 
snowmobiles when they’re readily 
available,” Chapman says.

Chapman has run her business for 
nearly a decade and a half, and five 
years ago returned to the Krestova 
area, where she grew up. She’s 
been operating her business under 

temporary permits in about eight 
areas around the West Kootenay, 
including along roads in the Pass 
Creek area, Meadow Creek, and 
Nelson. The total area of the scattered 
holdings is 1,800 hectares, or about 
4,400 acres. 

Usually, businesses are the party 
looking for land access. However, 
Chapman says she applied for tenure 
in those areas at the insistence of the 
government.

“The government has put a lot of 
pressure on me to apply for a licence 
of occupation because they say they 
want to satisfy the public and satisfy 
the Land Act laws a little bit more,” 
she says. “They basically forced me 
to apply for a licence of occupation.” 

Chapman says she’s had no 
complaints about her operations from 

West Kootenay locals, and hopes it 
won’t be a problem now.

“My temporary permits are based 
on compliancy. So if everything is 
going good, and there’s no complaints, 
I keep getting my temporary permits,” 
she says. “So for 10 years I’ve been 
able to get them. I have given proof to 
the public I’ve been able to run under 
certain rules and regulations.” 

The public’s opportunity to 
comment on the application ended 
on November 17. The application is 
now back in the hands of provincial 
bureaucrats, who’ll review the public 
comments and ask her for response.

She hopes to have the permanent 
tenure by her next season, but says 
if it’s denied, she’ll continue to 
operate with her temporary permits 
if necessary.
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If ye break faith with 
us who die,
We shall not sleep, 
though poppies grow
In Flanders fields

John McCrae

Branch #20

And at the going down of the sun
We shall remember them

510 Broadway Nakusp 250-265-3662

Thank you to 
all veterans for 
your service.

250-353-7409

Pacific Inland Pole & Piling Co. 2004 Ltd.

Waterbridge Steel

Lest we forgetLest we forget

Lest we 
forget

Selkirk Realty • Nakusp

We shall remember

Led by the RCMP, local veterans and residents arrive at the Slocan village cenotaph. More than 150 people gathered to mark the sacrifices made by soldiers 
protecting our freedom. 2021 is also the 100th anniversary of the first use of the poppy as a commemorative symbol for the soldiers who died in that war.
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Stu Jones laid a wreath on behalf of Nakusp Rotary at Remembrance 
Day ceremonies, November 11.

Jack Kelly plays the bugle at New Denver’s Remembrance Day 
ceremonies, November 11.
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Lest we 
forget

Box Lake Lumber
Nakusp • 250-265-4767

The Valley 
Voice wishes to 
recognize the 

contribution of 
our veterans to 

building peace in 
the world

Our veterans and loved ones gave 
us the gift of freedom. We remember 

their sacrifice and service with 
sincere gratitude and thanks.

Lest we
forget

HUB INTERNATIONAL 
INSURANCE

NAKUSP • 250-265-3631

Galena Contractors • Nakusp • 250-265-4100Galena Contractors • Nakusp • 250-265-4100

250-265-4388

Remember they gave 
their lives and their 
futures, so we may 

live in peace.
422 Front St, Kaslo, BC • 250-353-2594

We shall We shall 
remember themremember them

Waterbridge Ferries

The Village of  Silverton

We will
remember

Legion volunteers at the cenotaph in Edgewood on Remembrance Day: Jane Smitha nd Bill Dummett in front, Barb 
Corbet and Marvin Tonhauser in back.

The Colour Party marches to the cenotaph for Kaslo’s Remembrance Day ceremony.
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Arrow and Slocan lakes 
Community Services would like 
to take this time to recognize 
and thank all those people and 
organizations that have supported 
us throughout our many years of 
operation. In doing so, we would 
like to show you how we have 
grown and identify all the unique 
opportunities that happen within 
this community as a result of the 
Food Bank. 

The ASLCS Food Bank 
was started approximately 40 
years ago as an emergency food 
bank. The intention then was 
to provide supplementary food 
for individuals and families that 
were struggling and did not have 
sufficient funds to purchase the 
nutritious foods needed to sustain 
them. Folks were able to access 
the Food Bank once per week 
and the times of access were 
indicated in order to guarantee 
that it would be staffed. It was 
able to survive by utilizing 
small grants and donations from 
companies, organizations and 
individuals. Although the early 
operations were successful, it 
didn’t take long for us to realize 
that more needed to be done. 
We were able to recognize this 
because we are a Human Service 
Non-Profit agency who caters to 
the needs of vulnerable people. 
Our awareness comes from being 
responsible for the delivery of 

ARROW AND SLOCAN LAKES COMMUNITY SERVICES 
“ANNEBELLE’S BIN” (ASLCS FOOD BANK) 

Hours of operation: 8:30 am - 4:30 pm, 5 days per week 
over 20 individual programs, 
while also operating some 
buildings designed to provide 
low rents to compromised folks; 
and more recently by operating an 
“Affordable Housing” building. 
Being immersed in a “population 
of need” has created an invaluable 
awareness towards the needs 
of those less fortunate and has 
contributed to the development 
of our current operational Food 
Bank. 
Food Bank – 
(Annebelle’s Bin) 

In some ways, our food bank 
today has become the heartbeat of 
our agency. It often becomes the 
starting point for less fortunate 
or struggling folks to receive 
nourishment for the body and 
also nourishment for the soul. It 
has been known to connect people 
with programs that can have an 
everlasting impact on their lives 
and allows them to think beyond 
wondering how and where they 
will find their next meal. In many 
cases, the food bank has become 
another source of information 
that they can use if they so 
choose; and being attached to 
the building that houses many 
helping programs makes it easier 
for folks to feel comfortable. 
It creates an atmosphere that is 
non-judgemental and magnifies 
the philosophy of the agency by 
ensuring a sense of respect and 

sensitivity. It lives and speaks to 
our Mission which is “Working 
Together To Provide Innovative 
Services and Solutions That 
Respond To What Is Important 
To  O u r  C o m m u n i t i e s ” . 
As well,  i t  magnifies our 
Core  Va lues  o f  showing 
COMPASSION to others, taking 
ACCOUNTABILITY for your 
actions, being RESPECTFUL for 

the diversity of others and their 
belief systems, and EFFICACY; 
utilizing our knowledge, skills, 
and experience to do what we say 
we will do. 

Folks can access the Food 
Bank 5 days per week ,8:30 am 
to 4:30pm by coming to the back 
door entrance where they will 
see a sign on the door that says 
Annebelle’s Bin, ASLCS Food 
Bank. They can knock on the 
door and if no one is available to 
answer they can go to the front 
office door and just let reception 
know that they are wanting to 
visit Annebelle’s Bin.

People who come to the food 
bank are not asked intrusive 
questions and are not made to 
feel guilty or put in a position to 
have their dignity compromised. 
They are recognized for who they 
are, and many are folks who are 
just going through a hard period 
in their life. 

Another outstanding feature 
about the food bank is the number 
of folks who were helped along 
the way, who came and gave back 
to the food bank when they were 
able to turn their lives around. 
We have had ex-users of the food 
bank deliver packages of food 
to help others, some came and 
donated to different areas of the 
agency to show their appreciation. 
Its times like these when the 
magic happens. People helping 
people is an unexpected, but very 
welcome outcome of individuals 
and families using the food bank. 

The ASLCS food bank is 
constantly blessed by companies, 
and organizations that want to help 
and as a result of their generosity, 

countless numbers of children 
and families have been able to 
experience nutritious meals and 
at least temporary relief from 
dealing with the perils of hunger. 
Columbia Basin Trust, RDCK, 
The Auxiliary Foundation, Save-
on Foods, Food Banks of BC to 
name a few have recognized the 
need to be involved to alleviate 
the lack of food, particularly 
for children and families. Also, 
many conscientious private 
organizations and individuals 
have helped the food bank 
reach the “hurting and hidden 
population” of folks needing 
assistance. 

The Auxiliary Foundation 
purchased a fridge for the food 
bank, so we are now able to buy 
more perishable goods such as 
eggs, cheese and fresh vegetables. 
This fridge cost $3500.00 and 
now because of it, we are able 
keep bulk amounts of these items 
to distribute. Anne Miskulin, the 
person responsible for managing 
the food bank, shops for fresh 
vegetables every Friday morning 
before coming to the office to 
secure perishables in order to 
accommodate people so they can 
have fresh food over the weekend. 
Anne and her husband, Clayton, 
empty the food donation box 
that is placed at the entrance of 
Save-on and so far, this year, to 
date have picked up and moved 
1,481 pounds of canned and non-
perishable goods. 

ASLCS was asked by Save-
On Foods to become part of 
their “LOOP” program which is 
a functioning unit of their food 
recovery initiative. The LOOP 

coming to the Food Bank have the 
option of picking up other random 
items from the positioned shelf. 
These items consist of things like 
shampoo, hair products, hygiene 
products, cooking ingredients, 
pop, new clothing items like 
socks, hats, etc. when we have 
them. These articles are all new 
and are donated. We also have cat 
and dog food that is donated from 
PALS and SAVE-ON that can be 
accessed. 

Annebelle’s Bin services a 
large geographical area as we 
have recipients from Burton, 
Fauquier and Edgewood, and 
sometimes send deliveries down 
the lake by way of a bus. We 
also have used CBT funds to 
supplement the “food hubs” in 
New Denver and have donated 
food money funds to the Burton 
Pack for their hot lunch program. 

One of the projects that we 
are most proud of is being able 
to provide a Breakfast Program 
to Nakusp Elementary and the 
Nakusp High School. We are 
energized and elated when we can 
provide food to the children who 
need it the most. Anne is kept busy 
shopping for the school programs 
which in the Elementary school 
consists of bagged goods for 
the kids with granola bars, fruit, 
yogurt, and cheese. 

The High School breakfast 
program is run by the Home 
Economics teachers and grade 12 
students. They receive the same 
goods as the Elementary school, 
with the addition of juice boxes. 
Anne spends on an average of 
about $1000.00 per month, at 
each school. 

provides opportunity for food 
banks like ours to receive foods 
such as meat, bread, and dairy 
products that are discontinued, or 
slightly outdated. Because of this 
we can pass this on to the food 
bank recipients as it is still all 
good, resulting in us recovering 
it and saving it from going to the 
landfill. Food donations from the 
LOOP program from January to 
now, is at approximately 3000 
pounds. 

The Food Bank has noticed an 
increase in the past few months, 
averaging 50 to 70 people per 
month, and it seems to be more 
singles than families. When 
visiting the Food Bank, a single 
person currently receives the 
following: 

Single person
(8)-cans of soup
(1)-box of cereal
(3)-kraft dinner
(2)-cans of fruit
(1)-roll of toilet paper
(4)-can of vegetables 
(6)-packs of frozen meat
(1)-jar of peanut butter or jam 
(1) -loaf of frozen bread 
(1)-bag of noodles 
(1)-carton of eggs 
(1)-block of cheese
Depending on the donations 

collected, folks are sometimes 
able to receive extras in the way of 
salads and various other items as 
well as gift cards to purchase fresh 
vegetables and other perishables. 

Families receive 2 or 3 times 
the amount a single person 
receives, depending on the size 
of the family. 

Annebelle’s Bin also features 
a “Help Yourself Shelf”. Folks 

Other Food Bank 
initiatives are: 
Farmers’ Market 
Coupon Program 

This initiative was designed 
for low-income pregnant moms 
and seniors and ran for 15 weeks 
during the Farmer’s Market. It 
was supported by Adrian Dix, 
the Minister of Health and by 
Columbia Basin Trust. The 
Minister of Health provided 
food coupons for 15 clients for 
15 weeks and The Trust (CBT) 
provided coupons for 5 clients for 
15 weeks, plus another $10,000. 
Easter Baskets 

Easter is another time when 
Annebelle’s Bin makes a huge 
effort to bring some joy and 
excitement to the children and 
families who need it the most. 
This year at Easter we provided 90 
Easter Baskets to those who access 
the food bank, including residents 
of Nakusp and as far down the 
lake as Edgewood. Thanks to our 
funders, we were able to create 
baskets that contained a ham, 
fresh vegetables, several cans of 
soup, juice, easter chocolates and 
$25.00 worth of coupons for the 
farmers’ market at the Old Firehall 
Collective. 
Thanksgiving 

This year for Thanksgiving, 
Anne decided to try something 
different. Instead of creating 
food baskets, she provided gift 
certificates for folks. These gift 
certificates were over and above 
other goods that families and 
individuals picked up at the food 
bank and they varied in amounts. 
The amounts ranged from $50, 
$75, and $100 depending on need 
or family size. Anne reached out 
to folks that frequented the Food 
Bank and others that she was 
aware of through community 
referrals and word of mouth. 
This initiative was available for 
residents of Nakusp, Burton, 
Fauquier, and Edgewood. 
Christmas Hampers 

Christmas is the time of the 
year that brings out the best in 
people, as so many dedicate their 
time, money and energy to the 
many different worthwhile and 
needed causes. It is also a time 
when we are reminded that there 
are less fortunate folks among 
us, and the reality of knowing, 
seems to bring us together as a 
community to do what we can to 
help. Nakusp does an incredible 
job of that as volunteers and 
donations seem to come out of the 
woodwork. People are so generous 
with their time and contributions 
and is that kind of energy that 

supports and pushes the Food 
Bank forward to get engaged. It’s 
also Anne’s favorite and busiest 
time. The staff here at ASLCS can 
attest to the tears of happiness that 
flow from Anne when she sees all 
the people that come out to help 
her. As well, we have all heard her 
say many times. “It really warms 
my heart to know that because 
of the support we get from the 
community, we are able to touch 
peoples lives through the kindness 
of giving food and gifts to those 
who would otherwise not have it”. 

I’m sure that many of you have 
seen or been a part of the frenzy 
created at the Arena just before 
Christmas. Food deliveries are 
coming in by the bundles from 
“Fill the Bus” activities and other 
donations, and volunteers are busy 
creating Christmas hampers and 
gathering and organizing toys for 
the kids. If you have not witnessed 
this, it would do your soul good 
to see all the happy, positive 
energy flowing through the folks 
involved. As well, Anne would 
like to say a special thank you 
to the Arena staff that are always 
so helpful. They too, contribute 

by their willingness to set things 
up and ensure that all is running 
smoothly. Another huge thank you 
is due to the Village for never ever 
charging ASLCS for using the 
Arena for this occasion. In some 
ways this whole chain of events 
is a good example of a whole 
community “Playing and Paying 
it forward”. 

Moving forward we know 
that we have miles to go. There 
is still the “hidden population” 
of folks that get missed, and we 
know that some folks still deserve 
more. We also realize that part of 
this is due to folks not knowing 
what we do at Annebelle’s Bin, 
known as the Nakusp Food Bank. 
So, hopefully by providing this 
article we make things a little 
more clear. I also must admit that 
creating another term of reference 
for the Food Bank and referring 
to it as Annebelle’s Bin is all my 
doing. Anne was not even aware 
of any of it until this article. My 
thought behind this was that by 
re-branding the Food Bank, there 
would be less stigma attached to 
the name, and then maybe folks 
would be more willing to access it. 

The other purpose behind it is that 
it is a nice way to recognize and 
show appreciation for all the hard 
work and commitment that Anne 
puts into this resource. 

Another reason I believe this 
article is important is because it 
creates an awareness for other 
“Helping” organizations. We want 
them to know about us, so they so 
they can also use us as a resource 
for the folks they encounter who 
are in need of  Annebelle’s Bin. 

So, on an ending note and on 
behalf of our Board of Director’s 
and the Staff at ASLCS, I would 
like to say thank you to the whole 
community, thank you to all the 
businesses, organizations, funders 
and individuals who still support 
us and those who have supported 
us in the past. It’s because of you 
folks that we can bring some joy 
and comfort to others. As we 
prepare for the festive season, 
please note that we will not be 
soliciting for funds by distributing 
funding jars or cans at various 
businesses like we used to do. We 
will, however, still be accepting 
Christmas donations and toys for 
children. 

Annebelle’s Bin has been serving the communities of the Arrow Lakes for about 40 years, nourishing both body and soul.

Anne Miskulin, the person responsible for managing the food bank, shops for fresh vegetables every Friday morning before coming to the 
office to secure perishables in order to accommodate people so they can have fresh food over the weekend. Anne Miskulin stands in front of the shelves at Annebelle’s Bin.
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by Jan McMurray
A tiny orphaned black bear 

This cub was captured in Nakusp and taken to Northern Lights Wildlife Shelter for the winter. At just 16.2 pounds, she was too small to 
successfully hibernate. She will be released back into the wild in the Nakusp area in the spring.
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Northern Lights Wildlife Shelter welcomes tiny black bear captured in Nakusp
cub was captured in Nakusp on 
November 1 and transported to the 

Northern Lights Wildlife Shelter in 
Smithers.

“We cannot know for sure if 
this was the same cub sighted in 
Rosebery and Summit Lake, but 
there were sightings of a tiny cub 
in Rosebery, then in Summit Lake a 
few days later, and then in Nakusp 
a few days after that,” reports Cora 
Skaien, WildSafeBC coordinator 
for the Nakusp-New Denver area. 

“She weighed 16.2 pounds 
when she arrived here on November 
3,” said Angelika Langen of 
Northern Lights. “She should 
have probably been 30 pounds 
for hibernation, so she definitely 
isn’t there. But they can gain 10 
pounds in a month, so by the end 
of December, we may be able to 
put her in hibernation until March 
or so. That’s the normal rhythm of 

nature and that’s what we try to do 
– as natural as possible with as little 
exposure to humans as possible.”

In June, the cub will be released 
back into the wild in the same 
area she was captured. Langen 
explained that June is breeding 
time, when mothers let their 
yearlings go out on their own. “So 
it’s the natural time for them to find 
their own territory,” Langen said.

Northern Lights bears are 
tagged and microchipped, and as 
many as possible are radio collared. 
“The more data, the better,” she 
said. “Sometimes we get data 
feedback when one of our bears 
gets hunted 7-10 years later, and 
then we know they survived for 
that long and were in good shape, 
so we’re always grateful when 
hunters report to us when they find 
our tag.”

She says a radio collar costs 
$2,500, so the society can only 
afford a few per year. “It takes a 
community to rescue a bear, but 
also to gather the data on how they 
are doing,” she said. “If anyone 
wants to help sponsor a collar for 
this bear, we’d love to hear from 
them.”

Langen says the Conservation 
Officer Service (COS) and 
biologists in Castlegar tried to trap 
the tiny bear cub after reports of 
sightings came in from the public 
– but they were unsuccessful, so 
they contacted Northern Lights. 
“We got our volunteer up there 
and she spent a week moving the 
trap around, and we finally caught 
it. Then a train of volunteers 
transported the cub up here.” 

After 31 years of running the 
wildlife shelter, the society has a 
long list of volunteers. “People are 
excited to be involved,” Langen 
said. “They drive the animals from 
one town to the next, where another 
volunteer takes them. We get them 
here pretty fast – usually within 24 
hours, even if they’re coming from 
other end of province.”

This year, the shelter has seen 
57 orphaned and injured bears so 
far – the highest number ever, by 
far. Last year, there were 47, and 
that was record-breaking at the 
time.

“This year, there are lots of 
small cubs in good shape,” Langen 
says. “The theory is that the heat 
wave took out some plants that 
were important for their nutrition, 
so they didn’t grow as they usually 
would. There’s nothing wrong with 
them – they just didn’t get the 
proteins to grow big. We see bigger 
and emaciated bears, but these ones 
are not emaciated. They are just not 
big enough for hibernation – they 
are really small and super cute!”

To make a donation or for 
more information about Northern 
Lights Wildlife Shelter, visit www.
wildlifeshelter.com or facebook.
com/NLWSCanada. You can also 
contact them by calling 1-250-
877-1181 or writing to Northern 
Lights Wildlife Society, 17366 
Telkwa High Road, Smithers, BC 
V0J 2N7.
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submitted
The last year has been another 

exciting and challenging year for 
the Kaslo & District Public Library. 
Despite COVID restrictions, the 
library celebrated its centenary year 
with substantial accomplishments, 
including raising $400,000 towards 
the new library project and finalizing 
payment in June 2021 for the purchase 
of an ideal site for the new library in 
downtown Kaslo.

Centenary events included a 
Zoom celebration shared by 75 
participants with gift bags, stories, 
singing and prize draws; a new KDPL 
logo developed with Dan Trobak; 
and updating the KDPL history book 
which is about to be printed.

Regular operation of the library 
has adapted to changes in public 
health orders. Programs were mostly 
outdoors, with crafting and Summer 
Reading Club in the park and a few 
Storywalks. There have also been 
several author visits via Zoom. 
COVID restrictions required a review 
of the staffing model which resulted in 

Kaslo Library raises $400,000 for new building in its 100th year
a smaller team of volunteers. Library 
hours, which were severely curtailed, 
have begun to be reestablished. 
Librarian Eva Kelemen notes that 
most library users have been very 
considerate with only a few requiring 
reminders to wear or adjust a mask.

In response to strong community 
support for a new library, a fundraising 
committee was established and a 
vision document developed for 
grant submissions. There have been 
$92,500 in donations to date (plus 
$200,000 from the Murray Pearson 
Family), as well as $73,000 in 
pledges. Events which have raised 
a total of $32,600 to date include an 
online auction, booths at the market, 
a Read-a-thon, an outdoor movie 
night sponsored by FortisBC and 
Kootenay Savings Credit Union, and 
auctioning off a truck load of logs 
donated by Kaslo Community Forest. 
In addition, a grant was received 
from the Community Fund of North 
Kootenay Lake Society. 

This all started with establishing 
a working committee and partnership 

with the Village of Kaslo along with 
financial support from Columbia 
Basin Trust for securing land and 
developing concept plans for a new 
library.

Now that payment for the land 
purchase has been completed, the 
library board is turning its attention to 
the building design, with an intent to 
further the concept plans developed 
by Richard Hunter Architect and 
Robert Inwood in 2020. Detailed 
designs with a Class B cost estimate 
will strengthen future government 
infrastructure, foundation and 
corporate grant submissions. A 
Request for Proposals has been 
issued and the library is hoping to 
have a design team in place by the 
end of November.

“As we look to 2022, we are 
moving forward to further the 
building designs, including for 
architectural, structural, mechanical 
and electrical systems, and to obtain 
a more precise cost estimate. We are 
especially interested in designing a 
new library with the highest possible 

energy efficiency,” said Anne Heard, 
KDPL board chair.

“Remember  tha t  ‘Giving 
Tuesday’ is coming up on November 
30. If you are excited to see the new 
library project move ahead, please 

consider us in your year-end giving 
plans,” she added. 

More information about the 
new library project and donation 
opportunities is available online 
through the Kaslo Library website.

by Jan McMurray
The Nakusp/New Denver school 

soccer team had a lot of fun at the 
provincials in Burnaby November 3-5.

“We came in last place, which is not 
where we wanted to finish, but it was a 
blast!” reports Coach Jarrett Bass.

There were 16 teams at the 
provincial championships. The Nakusp/
New Denver team played five games, 
and chose Goalie Lucas Robins as their 
most valuable player.

The team qualified to advance 
to the provincials when they won the 
zone championship in October, beating 
Midway’s team 10-0. There were just the 
two teams at the zones this year; no other 
West Kootenay teams were able to go.

Earlier in October, the team played 
in a tournament in Osoyoos and came 
third of 16 teams. There was also a play 
day in Castlegar, where they tied JL 
Crowe (Trail) 1-1 and beat Osoyoos 1-0.

Bass says the team plays eight 
games on average every year, but just 
played six this year, mostly because 
of COVID. “Osoyoos was the only 
tournament in the interior this year, and 
we couldn’t host a tournament in Nakusp 
because of all the uncertainty,” he said.

There are 11 boys from Nakusp and 
four from New Denver on the team. This 
is the largest number of New Denver 
kids on the team yet, and without them, 
there wouldn’t have been a team, Bass 
said. With 11 on the field during play, 
14 is the minimum number required 
for a team.

“We had one player who couldn’t 
make it to the provincials, so we went 
down there with 14 players, and then 
one of them dislocated his shoulder in 
the fourth game. We played five games 
in three days, and it poured rain for the 
three days in Vancouver, so the boys had 
to work very hard. It was gruelling,” 
Bass said.

The cost of the trip was kept to 
$6,000, thanks to huge help from the 
community. Parents Leah Gilliland and 
Christy Robins cooked for the team in 
a kitchenette in one of the hotel rooms 
with food donated by Save on Foods 

The Nakusp/New Denver boys soccer team at the provincials in Burnaby.

Nakusp/New Denver boys soccer team has a blast at provincials
and parent Coleman Macintosh. Several 
organizations also gave generously to 
help with the costs: RDCK, NACFOR, 
School District 10, Nakusp Secondary 
School PAC, and the Arrow Lakes 
Teachers Association.

“This is the second time we’ve been 

to the provincials and Leah and Christy 
have come to cook for us. With the 
help from them, Save On and Coleman 
Macintosh, no food costs are passed on 
to the kids. That’s amazing! We’re so 
very grateful for the support from the 
community,” said Bass.
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AREA H NORTH TV SOCIETY
FROM NOVEMBER 8, 2021 UNTIL DECEMBER 6, 2021 

THE SOCIETY WILL BE BROADCASTING TEST 
PROGRAMMING WITH OUR NEW DIGITAL TV 

TRANSMITTERS ON CHANNELS 8 AND 10

IF YOU HAVE REASON TO THINK THAT THESE TESTS ARE 
CAUSING INTERFERENCE TO YOUR OTHER TV RECEPTION, 

PLEASE CONTACT :

ROD FARNSWORTH 250 358-2413
OR

DAVID EVEREST 250 358-2714

THE TESTS INCLUDE BROADCASTS ON 7 DIGITAL 
CHANNELS

 8.1 – KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
8.2 – PBS
8.3 – CTV
8.4 – CBC
10.5 – CBS
10.6 – NBC

10.7 - GLOBAL

Most (but not all) TV sets built in the last 10 or so years should be able to 
receive these new digital channels (the set has to scan for new channels). 

Older (and some as new as 2015) TV sets may need a converter.
When the Society gets final approval on our digital licences, broadcast 
of analog (non-digital) channels will be shut down (December 2021).

Johnny Shkuratoff
October 8, 1962 – November 21, 2020

One year ago…
One year ago, we the family of Johnny Shkuratoff lost our leader. 
Someone we all went to for direction, guidance, support and encour-
agement. Time has passed quickly but the devastation of his passing 
still lingers on. The strength that we hold on to is knowing that he 
would not have left us unprepared to carry on forward in this time 
period we call life. We thank him for that.

Blessed to have had him with us for all of these years and he is sure 
to know he will be missed… years from now!

Family Shkuratoff
Ven and children, 

Shauna, Johnathon and Angie

COMMUNITY

by Joanne Feenstra
• The council meeting was held 

at the Legion hall, where the exterior 
restoration project has been progressing. 
Electrical and concrete work have been 
completed. The emergency exit staircase 
is scheduled to be completed this month. 
Once the staircase has been installed, the 
heat pump exterior units will be mounted 
under the stairs. The front of the building 
will be painted in spring. 

• The Springer Creek Campground 
operators, ‘the three Sandys,’ provided a 
report on the 2021 season. Net revenues 
were $75,787, up from $68,369 last year. 
Revenues have been climbing steadily 
over the years. Council agreed to the 
recommendation that camping fees be 
increased for 2022 to be more in line with 
neighbouring municipal campgrounds. 
Full-service sites will increase to $35 
(from $30), partial-service sites to $30 
(from $27) and tenting sites to $25 
(from $20). CAO Gordon stated that 

Slocan council, November 8: Campground reports shows best season yet
the new rates are still “on the low end 
of the spectrum.” FortisBC increased 
electrical rates by over 4% this past 
season, for total unaudited expenditures 
of just under $28,000. Next season will 
see the installation of bear-proof food 
caches and expanded electrical service 
to unserviced sites. An online reservation 
system called ‘Campspot’ will be 
available through the Village website. 

• A presentation on the community 
composting project in Silverton and New 
Denver was made by Julia Greenlaw of 
the Healthy Community Society of the 
North Slocan Valley, which manages 
the program. “Bears, rental rules, aging, 
and recently, rats, have stopped the 
composting system people have been 
using for ages,” she said. The program 
uses barrel-type composting units called 
Joracans, which were recommended 
by WildsafeBC Neither bears nor rats 
can get into them. The program diverts 
organic waste from the landfill, and 

participants receive the end product for 
use in their own yards.  

• Megan Chadwick, Arrow Slocan 
Tourism Association, provided a 
summary of the work completed this 
year, including maps highlighting 
regional rail trails, the West Koot Route 
and cross-country ski and snowshoe 
areas, a ‘leave no trace’ campaign 
and poster, and ongoing social media 
campaigns. The www.arrowslocan.
com website provides information for 
visitors, including where to stay and 
how to book a local trip. An expanded 
social media presence and a regional 
guidebook are in development for the 
upcoming year. Businesses interested 
in obtaining further information 
can contact the association (info@
arrowslocan.com). 

• Garbage fees won’t increase next 
year, as the costs of garbage collection 
and clean-up week were in line with 
revenues.

• Water rates will increase by 3%, 
primarily because of the replacement 
of the water plant control panel this 
year. The increase will provide $3,870 
in additional revenue, a $15 flat rate 
increase for each residence in Slocan. 

• CAO Gordon reported that the 
municipality hired three local contractors 
to complete the blowdown clean-up 
project just north of Owl Park on the west 
side of the rail trail. Two separate loads of 
logs were sold to local mills (Porcupine 
and Kalesnikoff), which made the project 
almost break even. The project was 
completed in under three weeks. 

• Councillor Van Bynen asked 

if there could be some action on the 
breakwater now. He is concerned that 
if left unattended, the breakwater could 
sink, creating even a larger problem than 
it is now. Councillor Pelletier added that 
he would like to “get an estimate on how 
much it is going to cost about getting it 
out of there. Once it starts filling up, it’s 
going to hit a spot of being full of water 
and then sink like the Titanic.” Staff was 
directed to explore costs and remediation 
possibilities. 

• Councillor Pelletier noted that the 
affordable housing project is still moving 
ahead slowly. 

• With the help of Public Works, the 
Spirit of Slocan Committee will decorate 
and light up the tree at the Wellness 
Centre, but there will be no public event 
in 2021.

Wide Spot: 
Imagine that
by Therese DesCamp

Years ago, as part of a retreat for 
environmental activists, we did an 
exercise imagining different points of 
view. Here was a scenario: a waterfront 
property owner had dumped sand to add 
beach to his property and, in the process, 
eliminated a wetland. There were three 
points of view: first, the wetland, its 
plants and animals and processes; 
second, an environmentalist who was 
trying to remedy the situation; and third, 
the property owner. Every participant 
had to imagine themselves inhabiting 
each of those points of view.

I will never forget the complete 
incapacity of one young woman to do 
the last part of the exercise. She simply 
was unable to get “inside” the person 
who had altered the landscape. Other 
participants could imagine the landowner 
as someone who needed orderly beauty, 
or who hated mosquitoes. One person 
even envisioned a lonely grandfather 
trying to attract his grandchildren to 

visit. But not this young woman. She 
saw only a selfish jerk who deserved to 
be humiliated and punished. 

In a recent article in Harper’s 
Magazine, the author Garrett Keizer 
said, “I know of no more definitive 
expression of stupidity than proudly 
professing a total inability to understand 
an opponent’s position on a controversial 
issue.” This provocative sentence had 
me thinking about my oft-repeated 
remark, “I just can’t imagine what he/
she was thinking.” This refrain is usually 
intended to underscore someone else’s 
stupidity; but Keizer re-frames that. MY 
lack of imagination is stupidity. Oops.

We are hard-wired to imagine what 
the other is thinking. Our brains support 
this behaviour because it is adaptive for 
the species. The more we can understand 
the other – which is not to say that we 
agree with the other – the more likely 
we will be able to work together. Want 
this lovely world to survive the coming 
environmental crises? Start by trying to 
understand someone.

Try these on for size, the realities 
of people we know: A woman whose 
hard-won independence after a lifetime 

of abuse makes her unwilling to be 
vaccinated. A brother whose fully-
vaxxed sister died from COVID after 
nursing her infected no-vax husband. 
The elderly neighbour isolated for the 
past 18 months. A vaccinated nurse who 
has contracted COVID twice from her 
unvaccinated patients. The neighbour 
whose livelihood depends on logging. 
The neighbour who has spent his life 
repairing clearcuts and restoring habitat. 

These are remarkably difficult 
times. A friend wailed this week, “I just 
want something to be stable!” Well, 
don’t we all? But I need to beware of 
that easy settling for rigidity rather than 
the discomfort of a generous and flexible 
stability. When I cement myself into 
one worldview, when I am unwilling 
to understand the other, then I become 
unable to understand the other. When 
understanding is gone, so is the ground 
for cooperation and change. Devolution 
begins. The centre cannot hold because 
there is no centre – only your side and 
my side.

The stability we long for starts when 
we are willing to imagine life through 
the other’s eyes.

submitted
Jordan Mounteer of Winlaw has 

made the 2021 CBC Poetry Prize 
longlist for Northwestern Crow (Corvus 
brachyrhynchos caurinus).

“I have increasingly found that 
whatever accounts for poetic sensibility 
tends to be on equal terms with 
philosophical sensibility, and part of the 
challenge of both is finding new ways 
to ask old questions,” says Mounteer. 

Winlaw poet has chance at CBC Poetry Prize
“Crows seem like the perfect vehicle for 
this sort of task because they come to a 
poem already equipped with so much 
connotative baggage and metaphorical 
meaning. So, their presence in any 
writing also amounts to a dare — how 
do you convey something so easily 
relegated to a cliché in a way that 
feels fresh, accessible and seditious? 
The crow is an ultimatum to the poet 
to pervert expectations and invert 

convention.”
The shortlist will be announced 

on November 18 and the winner will 
be announced on November 24. The 
winner of the 2021 CBC Poetry Prize 
will receive $6,000 from the Canada 
Council for the Arts, have their work 
published on CBC Books and have 
the opportunity to attend a two-week 
writing residency at the Banff Centre for 
Arts and Creativity. Four finalists will 
each receive $1,000 from the Canada 
Council for the Arts and have their work 
published on CBC Books.

Jordan Mounteer is a psychotherapist 
who lives and works in the Kootenays 
on the unceded and traditional territories 
of the Sinixt First Nation. His poems 
have appeared in numerous publications 
including the Fiddlehead, the Dalhousie 
Review and Grain Magazine. He was 
previously shortlisted for the CBC 
Poetry Prize, the Montreal Poetry 
Contest, the Malahat Review’s Open 
Season Awards and CV2’s Young 
Buck Poetry Prize. Mounteer won 
Prism’s Pacific Spirit Poetry Prize, the 
Adirondack Review’s 46er Poetry Prize 
and Glass Buffalo’s Poetry Contest. His 
first book, liminal, came out in 2017 with 
SonoNis Press.
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It pays to 
advertise in the 
Valley Voice!!!

Call toll free 1-833-501-1700 
for details

I’m “Trapper John”
I may look a little rough around the 
edges, but I love to talk and have 
stories to tell. I’m shy but I’m ready 
to go to a quiet home where I get all 
the attention and cuddles. I’m a big 
boy with a big heart and character 
to match. If I’m the guy for you, call 
PALS today at 250-265-3792. 

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

NAKUSP & THE ARROW LAKES

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter

The summer wildfires of 2021 may 
be extinguished, but the dangers created 
by them will remain in the burn areas 
for years.

The Ministry of Forests, Lands, 
Natural Resource Operations and 
Rural Development has released its 
post-wildfire risk analysis for both the 
Michaud Creek and Octopus Creek fires 
in the Fauquier and Edgewood areas.

It says, among other things, that 
the dangers of floods and avalanches 
in the Lower Arrow Lakes means some 
recreation areas should be closed to the 
public for up to several years to keep 
people safe from post-fire disasters.

Following a wildfire, the likelihood 

Close some Arrow Lakes rec areas after summer fires, report urges
of landslides, floods and snow 
avalanches in the burned areas can 
increase, depending on the severity of 
the fire, the soil conditions and terrain. 
Disasters are often triggered by heavy 
rainstorms.

This fall, FLNRORD staff evaluated 
downslope and downstream risks to life, 
property and infrastructure in several 
fire areas. In Michaud and Octopus 
Creeks, they warn of potential hazards 
to private water systems, infrastructure 
and recreation sites. 
Octopus Creek fire burned 
hot

The massive Octopus Creek fire 
south of Fauquier and Applegrove on 
the east shore of Lower Arrow Lake 
began on July 11, and burned tens of 

thousands of hectares of forest, forcing 
evacuations of the communities. Several 
dwellings along Applegrove Road were 
lost in the fire.

The report says the Octopus Creek 
wildfire resulted in large swaths of high 
burn severity in debris flood prone 
watersheds. Luckily, no private homes 
were found to be in the post-fire danger 
zones. The areas in most danger are 
limited to recreation sites, roads/bridges 
and several parcels of private land. 

However, the severe fires have likely 
created real hazards for years to come, 
said the researchers, who made the 
assessment flying over the area this fall.

“Watershed morphometrics suggest 
that Octopus, Gladstone, Hutchison and 
Van Houten Creeks are all potentially 

susceptible to debris floods, whereas 
Taite Creek is more likely to be 
susceptible to clearwater flooding,” 
the report says. “Because of the large 
proportion of high burn severity in the 
Gladstone and Van Houten watersheds, 
those creeks are considered to have a 
high debris flood hazard.”

Recreation sites along the west 
shore of Arrow Lakes are located on 
the creek fans and are susceptible to 
post-fire flooding hazards – prompting 
a recommendation for posting warning 
signs about flood dangers and even 
shuttering the sites.

“I would also recommend closing 
Gladstone, Octopus Hotsprings and 
Van Houten Recreation Sites for at 
least the next three years due the high 
flood hazard,” said geologist Sarah 
Crookshanks. “The risk is higher at sites 
with overnight use, which should be 
considered when deciding on closures.”

The report also suggests FLNRORD 
should inspect and maintain the bridges 
regularly at these crossings, and domestic 
surface water users may want to add new 
water quality treatment measures. 
Michaud Creek fire

The Michaud Creek fire started the 
day before Octopus, its neighbour fire 
across the Lower Arrow Lake. It grew 
into the Michaud Complex, and for a 
while prompted the evacuation of the 
communities of Edgewood and Needles 
on the west shore. 

Unlike the hotter Octopus fire, 
Crookshanks says the fire’s severity was 
rated as low to moderate.

“The impacts on Renata Creek, 
Dog Creek and Bowman Creek will be 
minimal due to the low proportion of 
the watershed with moderate or high 
burn severity,” she reports. And while 
a larger area of the Cinnamon Creek 
and Michaud Creek watersheds burned, 
there’s no public infrastructure or private 
property that are at risk due to post-fire 
geohazard events.
Planning aided by report

Officials say the report’s important 
for planning and protecting the public 
from post-wildfire danger in the years 
to come.

“A key part of being prepared is 

knowing what hazards you are exposed 
to,” said Chris Johnson, Manager of 
Community Sustainability for the 
Regional District of Central Kootenay. 
“This local knowledge along with 
a household emergency plan and 
an emergency grab-and-go kit can 
significantly decrease the chances of an 
emergency becoming a disaster.”

Reports on two other large fires in 
the West Kootenay, at Trozzo Creek near 
Winlaw and Akokli Creek near Boswell, 
are expected to be released in early 2022.

The Province spent more than 
half a billion dollars fighting wildfires 
from April 1 to September 30 this 
year. More than 1,600 wildfires burned 
868,200 hectares of forest and wildlands, 
prompting more than 180 evacuation 
orders. The Province was in a state of 
emergency because of the fires for nearly 
two months.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter
New leader at Village Hall

A couple of motions passed that 
made the hiring of Nakusp’s new 
chief administrative officer official. 
Councillors voted to appoint Wayne 
Robinson as the Village CAO, corporate 
officer and approving officer effective 
November 15. 

Robinson was hired in September 
and comes to Nakusp from Valemount 
in the East Kootenay, where he held the 
top job in the Village office. He replaces 
Cheryl Martens, who resigned as 
Nakusp’s CAO last spring for personal 
reasons.

A second motion officially ended 
the term of Linda Tynan, who’s been 
acting CAO for the Village since March.

Nakusp Mayor Tom Zeleznik said 
the Village was thankful Tynan had 
“come to our aid to help stabilize our 
community on such short notice.”

“In Linda’s short time here – less 
than six months – there were several 
projects that were underway that 
needed urgent immediate attention,” 
said Zeleznik. “Without hesitation, 

Nakusp council, November 8: 
Changing of guard at Nakusp Village office

Linda jumped in and worked extremely 
hard with council and staff. We are all, 
including residents, very thankful for 
her wealth of knowledge, expertise, 
along with her guidance and direction 
to help ensure that things have been 
simplified in moving forward in the 
right direction.”

Zelznik added that Tynan will be 
available to help Robinson get up to 
speed on the many issues on council’s 
plate.
Variance approved

A Nakusp couple has permission to 
build a narrower house than is usually 
allowed, to shoehorn it into a thin 
village lot.

Reynold and Rebecca Ott were 
granted a development variance permit 
for their property at 719 1st Street, 
where they are planning to construct a 
20’ x 40’ single-family home and a 20’ 
x 24’ garage.

“We think our plans fit into the 
Village plan to increase housing density,” 
the couple wrote in their application. 
“The requested variances allow for better 
use on a smaller lot size.”

The current Village of Nakusp 

zoning bylaw requires principle buildings 
to be a minimum of 24 feet wide. 

“This is difficult to achieve on lots 
such as this one, which is only 30 feet 
wide,” said a staff report. “A 20-foot 
width allows five-foot side setbacks to 
be maintained.”

With the variance approved, they’ll 
be allowed to build the house and garage 
about four feet narrower than the usual 
24-foot minimum. They were also 
allowed to increase the garage floor area 
from 10% of the parcel’s square-footage 
to 14%.

The front setback of the house was 
also reduced from 20 to 15 feet.

As per the application process, 
letters were sent out to neighbours. No 
comments were received back, staff 
noted.
Edgewood gets Legacy grant

The community group that is trying 
to improve cell service in Edgewood 
is getting a hand from the NACFOR 
Legacy Fund.

Council rubber-stamped a request 
from Area K Director Paul Peterson for 
$15,172 from the fund for the Edgewood 
Community Club.

The fund is generated from revenues 
by the community forest, and go to 
community projects in Nakusp and Area 
K. There’s still more than $217,000 in 
the fund earmarked for southern Arrow 
Lakes projects, staff noted.
Recycling area expansion

Expansion of Nakusp’s recycling 
area will likely be approved at the next 
RDCK meeting. Mayor Zeleznik reported 
that the RDCK West Resource Recovery 
Committee meeting is recommending 
expansion and an alternate exit route at 
the facility, to address congestion and 
safety issues.
Annual appointments

When the mayor’s away – other 
councillors get to sit in on the job. 
Council set its acting mayor schedule for 
the next year. Each councillor takes three 
months of stand-by duty over the next 
12 months. Councillor Aidan McLaren-
Caux is first up, starting this month, and 
will be followed by Councillors Hughes, 
DeSandoli, and then Miller.

Counci l lors  a lso  se t  thei r 
appointments to about two dozen 
community groups and agencies, from 
the Public Art Committee (DeSandoli 
and Hughes) to the Rotary Playground 
Committee (McLaren-Caux and Miller).

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter

A Trout Lake outfitter will be staying 
close to home for the next few months 
after being found guilty of improper 
storage of firearms.

Darrel Davis, who runs Trout 
Lake Adventures, was sentenced to six 
months’ probation at Nakusp Provincial 
Court on November 4. The sentence 
includes house arrest for the first two 
months, followed by two more months 
of a nighttime curfew.

Davis was charged in May 2019 
after police raided his property on 
Hwy 31 looking for an alleged stolen 
piece of heavy equipment. While the 
loader was finally determined not to 
have been stolen, the police did find 
firearms and ammunition in the man’s 
house, improperly stored. Long rifles 
and a hand-gun were found, loaded with 
ammunition, lying around the bedroom.

Both Davis and his wife were 
charged with possession of a loaded, 
restricted firearm, two counts of 
possession of a firearm without a licence, 
and careless use and storage of a firearm.

The Davis’ defence attorney, 

Outfitter sentenced to home arrest 
Vancouver lawyer Paul McMurray, said 
he believed there were violations to the 
Davis’ Charter rights by the police during 
the search, but the couple had agreed to 
a plea bargain to have the matter settled.

Davis had been charged with a 
similar firearms-storage offence in 2014.

Ruling that Davis was no threat to 
public safety, and that firearms were 
common and necessary in rural areas, 
Judge Robert Brown handed the man a 
six-month sentence to be served in the 
community. Besides the house arrest, 
Davis is to keep the peace, must report to 
his probation officer on demand and have 
no direct contact with the complainant 
who made the initial allegation against 
Davis that prompted the search.

He’ll be prohibited from possessing 
a firearm for two years, will forfeit his 
ammunition and pay a $400 fine. He 
won’t lose his guns automatically, but 
has to transfer ownership to a licenced 
person within 90 days. 

He’ll be allowed to go to Vancouver 
for scheduled medical appointments. 

All charges against his wife, Jennifer 
Davis, have been stayed as part of the 
plea bargain.
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411 Hall • Nelson, BC • 250-352-6261 
vincedevito.ca

Professional fitting, 
expert service.

Introducing Rawman & Co’s own heavy weight 
Henley wool sweater. 
The sweaters feature an 80% Wool/20% Nylon 
blend which helps limit shrinking but still keep 
’em outta the dryer. 
Available in Black and Grey.

You know someone who would 
look great in a Henley sweater!

Our valley’s green 
grocer since 1990 

• Fresh 
• Organic 

• Wholesome 
1290 Hwy #6 

Crescent Valley
250-359-7323

– Open daily –
(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

by Moe Lyons
Due to  ongoing technical 

difficulties with running both an actual 
and a virtual meeting at the same time, 
the audio for this meeting was not 
comprehensible online. Two observers 
and the press eventually left the virtual 
meeting. Thanks to Councillor Leah 
Main for providing notes for us to 
work from.

• Council received Councillor 
Tanya Gordon’s resignation effective 
immediately. This was brought forward 
from the in camera portion of the 
meeting, with no details provided.

• The CAO announced two new 
hirings: Katrina Volk, administrative 
assistant and Jordan Harris, public 

Silverton council, November 10: Councillor Tanya Gordon resigns; Recycling depot to close
works assistant.

• An RDCK committee has 
proposed closure of the Silverton 
recycling depot. Silverton hosts a 
satellite depot, which accepts only 
limited products and is not funded as 
well as core depots by Recycle BC. 
Of the three satellite depots in the 
area (Winlaw, Burton and Silverton), 
Silverton has the highest net operating 
expenses and is the shortest distance 
from the nearest core depot (New 
Denver). The cost of operating the 
Silverton depot is in excess of $32,000 
per year (2% offset by Recycle BC 
incentives) to collect 7,228 kilograms 
of product; New Denver’s depot costs 
$29,000 per year (17% of which is 
offset by incentives) to collect 70,190 
kilograms of product.

Councillor Leah Main, Silverton’s 
RDCK representative, told council 
that the closure of the Silverton depot 
was proposed to the West Resource 
Recovery Committee on October 28, 
where she insisted that any closure 
be delayed until she could present 
the proposal to Silverton council. The 
matter will be brought to the RDCK’s 
Joint Resource Recovery Committee 
November 17, and will undoubtedly 
be approved. This almost certainly 
means that the New Denver depot will 
be approved for additional opening 
hours or days. The containers from 
Silverton will likely be transferred to 
New Denver.

• The Province invited Silverton 
council to comment on the Crown land 
application by Zincton Farms for its 
proposed all-seasons resort between 
New Denver and Kaslo. Council 

is not taking a pro or con position, 
and will not to provide comments 
at this time, but will seek further 
information. Both Mayor Ferguson 
and Councillor Main have visited 
the development site as guests of the 
proponent, David Harley. Council 
will invite The Wild Connection 
(TWC), a local group opposed to 
further backcountry development in 
the Selkirks without overall regional 
planning, to make a 15-minute 
presentation at the December meeting. 
Council expects TWC will provide 
some background on some of the non-
tourism implications of the proposed 
development.

Mayor Ferguson proposed, and 
council endorsed, the following 
resolution: “That the mayor of 
Silverton approach the municipalities 

of Slocan, New Denver, Nakusp, and 
Kaslo to form a coalition to petition 
the provincial government to allow for 
the time necessary for consideration 
of all the potential impacts of the 
Zincton Resort Development on local 
communities.” Council recommended 
that Rural Area Directors, particularly 
of Area H, be included in this outreach.

• Megan Chadwick, Executive 
Director of Arrow Slocan Tourism, 
gave a report on the organization’s 
2021 activities. Arrow Slocan Tourism, 
funded mainly by the 2% hotel tax, 
produced three regional itinerary maps 
(rail trail, West Koot Route, cross-
country ski and snowshoe) and a ‘leave 
no trace’ campaign and poster, hosted 
travel media to the region, continued 
acquiring photos and video, continued 
building social media profiles, 

and more. For more information, 
visit www.arrowslocan.com or the 
organization’s Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter or YouTube channels.

• Council voted to start meeting 
twice a month, on the second and 
fourth Wednesdays. The first meeting 
will be a regular council meeting and 
the second will be a Committee of the 
Whole meeting. In Committee of the 
Whole, council discusses matters to be 
brought to the regular council meeting 
for voting.

• Councillor Main gave a verbal 
report about her attendance at 
RDCK and Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities (FCM) meetings. Main 
will travel to Ottawa November 21-27 
to attend FCM meetings, and will meet 
with MP Richard Cannings during 
that time.

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter

After missing last year’s event 
due to the pandemic, around 150 
people turned out to the Slocan 
Village cenotaph this Remembrance 
Day to remember those who gave 
their lives for their country.

The president of the Slocan 
Valley Legion made note of that, 
finding the connection between 
today’s troubles and the past 
sacrifices of Canadian soldiers.

“I know we’ve been under a lot 
of stress this last year and a half. 
There’s been a lot of calamity in the 
world,” said Patrick Ashton. “We’ve 
had viruses, race riots, fires… we’ve 
had to sacrifice for months without 
seeing our loved ones. 

“We’ve all been touched by 
what’s been going on,” he continued. 
“But what we have to remember 
is those people we are honouring 
today fought so we could protest, 

“Their legacy is peace”: 
Slocan ceremony remembers sacrifice

so we could have a say in how our 
government is run.

“In many years, I’ve not seen the 
world so divided. At a time when we 
need to come together, to help one 
another, this is the day we set aside 
to remember those who fought for 
this very right.”

After a parade march down 
Harold Street from the community’s 
Legion Hall, and the Last Post 
played, more than a dozen Valley 
businesses, organizations and 
government representatives laid 
wreaths at the simple stone memorial 
to Canada’s veterans and war dead.

Ashton noted that besides a 
return to a near-normal event (the 
traditional post-ceremony gathering 
was still cancelled), there was 
something special about this year. 
2021 marks the 100th anniversary of 
the first use of the poppy as a symbol 
of those soldiers who made the 
ultimate sacrifice in the performance 

of their duty.
Ashton said our world needs to 

remember their example.
“Their legacy is peace. So let’s 

work together with our neighbours, 
our friends, our fellow countrymen,” 
he said. “Let’s work together for that 
ultimate goal of everlasting peace.

“So please when you leave 
here, take that with you, if you take 
nothing else.”

Slocan Mayor Jessica Lunn 
said she was gratified to see so may 
people turn out for the event.

“My heart is warmed by the 
turnout,” she told the Valley Voice 
as the crowd drifted away after the 
ceremony. “Pat does a wonderful job 
of getting people out, bringing them 
together. And this year, even though 
it’s a shorter ceremony, it was very 
powerful. 

“Kudos to Pat and the Legion for 
the care and the heart they bring to 
this every year.”

Slocan Valley Legion President Patrick Ashton calls on the crowd gathered for Slocan’s Remembrance Day ceremony to remember the sacrifice 
and strength of our war veterans as we navigate these difficult times.
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submitted
When you think of it, a zoning 

bylaw is one of the very few legal 
agreements about what villagers 
can and can’t do on their land that 
is created and upheld by villagers 
themselves. You can hardly think of 
any other set of laws as grassroots 
as the zoning bylaws. So when a 
citizen or group of citizens seeks to 
change the zoning bylaws, the elected 
council has to proceed carefully. They 
must make sure they understand 
the reason for the change, and most 
importantly, they must allow the 
public to have their say. That’s what 
a Public Hearing is all about.

November 29 big day for affordable housing in Kaslo
On Monday, November 29 at the 

Kaslo Legion, citizens of Kaslo will 
have the opportunity to say what they 
think about the proposal to change 
the zoning description of the piece of 
land behind the Kemball Memorial 
Centre in downtown Kaslo. The 
proposal is to change the zoning 
designation from Civic to Core 
Residential.

Currently, the land is designated 
for civic use. Items of public 
infrastructure have been stored there 
for years; the local bus uses it for 
parking. The proposal is that a better 
use for the land would be affordable 
housing. Before that can happen, the 

zoning bylaw must be amended.
If you come to the 6 pm public 

hearing, you will have the opportunity 
to learn details about the 10-unit 
affordable housing project – what 
it will look like, who it will serve, 
and who will be in charge of 
construction and future maintenance 
and operation. Kaslo’s CAO will 
explain the legal and public process, 
and the Development Manager for the 
building project will present drawings 
and can answer your questions.

The public hearing is an especially 
important day for the Kaslo Housing 
Society. If we are to build affordable 
housing in Kaslo, it is crucial that we 

have informed public support – this 
new development can only happen 
with grassroots assent and approval. 
And that means you!

Note: As per public health orders, 
attendance in the hall is limited to 
50 people. Proof of vaccination is 

not required, but you must wear 
a mask. Village staff will do their 
best to stream the hearing online. 
If participating virtually is your 
preference, watch for a link to the 
meeting on Facebook or email info@
kaslohousing.org.

submitted
After-school care is coming to 

Winlaw Elementary in January as part 
of the Seamless Day Kindergarten 
pilot program.

The childcare pilot program will 
offer space for 12 students and will 
be limited to after-school care only 
at this time. Winlaw students, aged 
kindergarten to grade 5, are eligible 
to apply.

The new childcare, kindergarten 
and support services facility has 
been supported by the Ministry of 
Education and Columbia Basin Trust 
and is part of the government’s 10-
year childcare plan.

Since early October, the facility 
has already been utilized by SD8 staff 
and community partners to provide a 
variety of support services such as art 
therapy and occupational therapy, as 
well as the StrongStart program, an 
early-learning play based program 
for children aged 0-5. The Winlaw 
kindergarten class is also preparing 
to move into the new building.

Seamless Day programs allow 

Winlaw Elementary to offer after-
school childcare

early childhood educators (ECEs) to 
work alongside kindergarten teachers 
in the classroom during the school 
day, and to provide quality before- 
and after-school care within the 
same kindergarten classroom setting. 
The model provides minimum 
transition for the students and team 
collaboration for the educators.

The Seamless Day program was 
initiated in 2019 and began in four 
elementary schools in BC. It has now 
expanded to 21 schools, including 
Winlaw.

“The addition of early childhood 
educators within our kindergarten 
program provides a coordinated and 
wrap-around approach of caring that 
young learners will benefit from 
emotionally and academically,” says 
Monica Doyle, principal of Winlaw 
Elementary. 

SD8 will be hiring a new ECE 
for the Winlaw Seamless Day pilot.

Parents interested in after-school 
care in Winlaw are encouraged 
to contact the school principal at 
monica.doyle@sd8.bc.caKaslo Kootenay Savings representatives Clare Watson and Aiko Jackson present their $640 Care Wear donation to Jo Davies and Josh Noble of 

the Kaslo Baseball Association.
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Lost Kootenays – new photo 
book has just arrived! 

We are now open every day 
except Sunday.

Since 1986

250.353.2566
408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC  
www.figmentscanada.com

Since 1986

It pays to 
advertise in the 
Valley Voice!!!

Call toll free 1-833-501-1700 
for details

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter
New officer on duty

Kaslo’s council meeting opened 
with a delegation from the local 
RCMP detachment.

Corporal Harland Venema just 
began his tour of duty in Kaslo, 
after a stint in the armed forces, 
and RCMP detachments in BC, the 
Northwest Territories and Nunavut.

The officer said he was impressed 
by Kaslo’s low crime rates.

“You have a very non-violent 
community,” he told councillors 
in his comments about the latest 
quarterly crime statistics for the 
town. However, he said he has no 
time for any level of physical or 
mental abuse.

He said he was surprised by 
the level of mental health support 
services available in Kaslo, calling 
them “fantastic” and promising to 
work closely with agencies.

Venema said he is learning 
quickly that the Kaslo detachment 
has a pretty big footprint, from 
Balfour to Johnson’s Landing and 
beyond.

Kaslo council, November 9: New RCMP officer impressed by Kaslo
“Most of our calls for service 

seem to be at the extremities,” he 
told councillors. “One day I only 
took three files, which is not a 
heavy load, but I drove almost 400 
kilometers to go to all the calls I 
had to.”

Council welcomed Venema to 
the community and encouraged him 
to meet with Village staff to discuss 
the details of some issues of particular 
concern to the municipality.
Zincton input tabled

Council was to meet this week 
to discuss its input on the Zincton 
all-seasons resort proposal. The 
Province has invited the Village 
to participate in the public input 
process, underway until November 
23. Councillors decided to hold a 
special meeting on November 16 to 
discuss the issue.
CAO reports on projects

The new washrooms at Front 
Street Park are open, reported CAO 
Ian Dunlop. Construction of the stage 
in the park is also nearly done, and 
he suggested it could be used over 
the holiday season as part of a soft 
opening of the facility. Landscaping 
in the spring is the next big step, and 
Dunlop said the park committee will 
be looking at this.

A lot of other projects are 
moving along or even wrapping 
up. Dunlop reported the repairs 
to the Kemp Creek water intake, 
damaged by floods in 2020, are 
complete. Disaster assistance funds 
and insurance claims covered the 
cost of the project. 

A new diffuser has been installed 
in the wastewater plant, which should 
help mitigate some odour issues the 
system’s been experiencing, Dunlop 
says. 

He also noted the Province’s 
project to replace the Kaslo River 

bridge is entering its final phase, 
with one lane open and demolition 
beginning on the old bridge. 

The survey of the Kaslo 
Aerodrome, the first phase in a long-
term upgrade of the Village-owned 
facility, has also been completed.
Seniors’ hall upgrade

Kaslo seniors want to upgrade 
the exterior of their community hall, 
and they’re getting support from the 
Village for the project.

Council approved a motion 
to write a letter of support for the 
project, and to make a $10,000 
contribution if the Kaslo Senior 
Citizens’ Association gets the 
funding it’s looking for. The cost 
of the work is expected to be about 
$75,000.

“The Seniors are applying to 
upgrade the building exterior to 
meet FireSmart standards and fix 
accessibility issues at the front 
entrance,” staff wrote to council. 
“They are also contemplating energy 
efficiency improvements.”

The Seniors’ Hall was built in 
1920 and is owned by the Village. 
The society has occupied it on a 
perpetual, rent-free and tax-exempt 
basis since the 1970s. The society 
pays for the building’s operating 
costs – utilities, liability and contents 
insurance and cosmetic repair. 

While council approved support 
for the project, Councillor Kellie 
Knoll called on council to be 
consistent. Noting back in the early 
fall the council insisted that the Kaslo 
Youth Society’s project be vetted 
by staff to ensure it was being done 
by qualified contractors, he said the 
same thing should be applied to the 
seniors.

CAO Dunlop noted council 
could take another opportunity to 
satisfy itself the work will be done 

properly when the final application 
comes back to the Village for 
approval.
UV water treatment

The Village is applying for a 
grant to do some upgrades to the 
water treatment plant.

The Investing in Canada 
Infrastructure Program (ICIP) 
is taking in applications from 
municipalities wanting to upgrade 
their infrastructure. The Village’s 
application would be for UV 
treatment of Village water.

“Based  on  our  p rev ious 
experience and the program 
objectives, the addition of UV 
treatment at the water treatment plant 
appears to have the greatest chance 
of success,” staff told council. “The 
upgrade is supported by upcoming 
Interior Health requirements for 
drinking water disinfection.”

The whole project is expected to 
cost around $800,000 and the Village 
would be expected to put up a little 
over $200,000 of that. The report 
says the Village could pay for it by 
drawing from reserves, water capital 
taxation and short‐term borrowing. 

Council also approved applying 
for an Infrastructure Planning 
Grant for $10,000, and committed 
$5,000 in matching funds, towards 
developing a water conservation 
plan and updating the water loss 
management plan.

“The Village’s Water Loss 
Management Plan was produced in 
2014 and is now considered out of 
date (5‐year shelf life),” wrote staff. 
“This plan can be updated to address 
water conservation, as required under 
the ICIP program.”

With a new plan in hand, 
the Village can apply for further 
grants from funds like ICIP, 
which want to see evidence that 

applicants are making progress on 
water conservation programs and 
infrastructure asset management. 
Fall grants

Several community groups will 
be getting fall recreation grants, the 
largest two ($500) going to the Kaslo 
RC club and KLISS-Periwinkle 
Daycare. The Kaslo Community 
Garden received $300, and Curling 
Club $175. A total of $1,475 in grants 
were approved.
Development Variance 
Permit

A property owner whose land 
backs onto a road allowance for the 
dead-end Hillside Avenue has got 
permission to build a wood/trailer 
storage shed at the very back of his 
yard. Glen McRae had applied for 
permission to reduce the setback 
from about 20 feet to five feet on his 
property at 603 Boundary Avenue. 
That part of his property abuts a 
Village road allowance for Hillside 
Avenue, which is not likely to be 
developed into a proper road anytime 
soon. 

“Since Hillside Avenue is 
undeveloped and essentially a dead 
end, the reduced setback is less of a 
concern here than it would be in other 
situations,” said a staff report. “The 
structure cannot be located further 
away from the property line due to 
a rock face immediately north of the 
location.”

Council said McRae could also 
get a licence of occupation to store 
some material on the Village’s road 
easement, as it is not in current 
use. He’ll pay $100 rent annually 
and cover any fees associated with 
making that application. The storage 
must be for non-commercial use, 
and the occupation licence can be 
revoked immediately if the Village 
needs the land, staff told council. 

by Jan McMurray
Funding cuts to School District 8’s 

Kaslo Homelinks program this year 
are not acceptable to the program’s 
Parent Advisory Council (PAC).

“For the past six years, the Kaslo 
Homelinks program has received 
$1,425 per student to operate – but 
three weeks into the school year, we 
were told our funding had been cut to 
$675 per student,” said Jessie Speirs, 
Kaslo Homelinks PAC treasurer, in 
an interview. “It came as a complete 
surprise.”

Since receiving news of the cuts, 
the Kaslo Homelinks PAC has sent 
three letters to School District 8, 
attended a DPAC meeting and a 
board of trustees meeting, invited 
Kaslo trustee Dawn Lang to visit a 
student activity day, and had phone 
conversations with principal Rob 
Simpson and secretary-treasurer 
Michael McLellan – all in an effort 
to show that the Homelinks program 
cannot function with such a deep cut 
in funding. 

“We’re very disappointed with the 
response so far,” Speirs said. 

Homelinks is a distributed 
learning program supported by School 
District 8 with a part-time teacher, a 

Kaslo Homelinks parents fight against SD 8 funding cuts
classroom at JV Humphries and access 
to the gym, library and playgrounds. 
The teacher helps students and their 
parents design individual learning 
programs that meet the requirements 
of the BC curriculum.

In 2014, School District 8 and 
Nelson Homelinks PAC agreed on 
an annual budget of $1,425 per 
student, which set a precedent for 
Kaslo Homelinks as well – $600 for 
each family to spend on curriculum, 
resources or activities that support 
the goals of the student learning plan, 
$450 for group activities, $225 for 
curriculum resources, and $150 for 
classroom and office supplies. This 
year, the district is making substantial 
cuts to group activities (from $450 to 
$150), curriculum resources (from 
$225 to $75), and classroom and office 
supplies (from $150 to $0). 

Speirs said the $150 in the group 
activities budget was only reinstated 
after Homelinks Principal Rob 
Simpson advocated to the district on 
behalf of the program. He originally 
informed the teacher that the group 
activities budget had been cut entirely.

“Such drastic cuts to our group 
activities and curriculum resources 
funding essentially make the program 

unworkable,” Speirs said. “It will 
be impossible to continue offering 
weekly activity days, and to maintain 
a current, useful resource library.”

Speirs  explained that  the 
Homelinks kids get together once a 
week to do activities that are aligned 
with the provincial curriculum, and this 
is the only group learning opportunity 
they have. “As we’ve learned through 
the pandemic, social learning is very 
important for intellectual development 
and mental health,” she said. “Without 
the weekly activity days, the program 
will lose a lot of its value.”

The curriculum resource funding 
is also critical, she said. It is used 
to replenish the resources that are 
kept in the Homelinks classroom for 
student use, primarily consumable 
materials like workbooks, and 
textbooks and hands-on resources 
that make up a lending library. “These 
resources support self-directed 
learning according to carefully crafted 
Student Learning Plans that follow 
provincial curriculum guidelines 
and are created and implemented 
by parents, in coordination with a 
teacher who knows each student and 
family personally and follows their 
development over years,” Speirs 

said. “This, too, is being slashed to a 
point where it can no longer function 
effectively and be maintained as a 
useful, current resource.”

Speirs points out that the district 
receives $6,360 from the ministry for 
every Homelinks student, and by her 
calculations, a little more than half of 
that is needed to run the Homelinks 
program. The rest goes to the school 
district. “We have very little overhead, 
so from our understanding, we’re 
contributing to the school system. 

“If they pull the group activities 
and curriculum funding, there’s no 
benefit for us being here. We can 
choose a different district or program 
to run through. It’s disheartening that 
they can’t see the value of working 
with us. We’re asking for very little. 
In fact, we’re only asking for what 
the district has previously agreed to 
maintain as our yearly funding.”

The PAC has asked the school 
district for a detailed accounting of 
the $6,360 they receive from the 
ministry for each Homelinks student, 
and for the Kaslo program’s funding 
to be restored to $1,425 per student. 
“We need our funding restored for this 
year and maintained at stable levels in 
subsequent years,” said Speirs.
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coming eventsL e m o n  C r e e k 
Lodge & Campground

Year-round facility
1-877-970-8090

EDUCATION

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. 

RECYCLING

TUES

Alongside Mountainberry

250-358-7199 ADVERTISING

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $20.00 
+ GST

STEEL TOE JOE’S
Automotive Repair

Joe Shaw
Owner & Journeyman Technician

3804 Pine Rd. Krestova, BC

778.454.0180
stjautomotive@gmail.com

Bikes, Skis, 
Snowshoes

Sales and 
Maintenance

• Guesthouse • 
Call Shon

250-265-3332

shonsbs@gmail.com

HAIR

358-7769

AVA’S  
Hair Studio

303-6th Avenue (Main St.), New Denver

Tuesday THRU Friday 
– By Appointment –

SUPPORT FOR 
YOUR SPIRIT
Bi-weekly book study, bi-
weekly services, Tuesday 
8 am meditation, monthly 

Contemplative in the Kootenays
For information & links, contact 

descamp@heartsrest.com
Turner Zion United Church of 
Canada is alive and welcomes 

you online—and in person.

GIFTS

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$12.00 + GST

REAL ESTATE

ADVERTISING

Hand & Soul 
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton
CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski

Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Offices in Silverton, Winlaw & Nakusp 250-358-2177

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A. 
Over 20 years counselling experience supporting 

clients experiencing stress, anxiety, grief and other  
life changes. In person and Secure Video sessions. 
Now offering somatic therapy. Offices in Silverton 

and Nelson.  250-777-1704
Visit www.handandsoul.ca “Experience that Moves”

Tammy Peitzsche®
isoldit@shaw.ca

250-365-9640
Proud to serve the 

Slocan 
Valley!

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$12.00 + GST

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $20.00 
+ GST

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $20.00 
+ GST

CLASSIFIED ADS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Award-
winning, hand-stretched artisan pizza. 
250-353-2282.
THE NEW DENVER AND AREA 
HAMPER SOCIETY - To request a 
Christmas Hamper phone Sue at 358-7787 
or Syl at 358-2676. Leave a contact number. 
Requests should be in by December 10. 
Pickup will be December 18 at the Bosun 
Hall in New Denver. Donations of food or 
gifts can be made at local stores. Monetary 
donations can be made to: KSCU Account 
#1646173 Master Plan; Mailed to Box 445 
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0 Or into tins at 
participating businesses; Tax receipts issued 
for donations of $20 or more. Serving Hills 
to Enterprise Creek.
THE SLOCAN VALLEY TV SOCIETY 
needs your input: The Slocan Valley TV 
Society is a taxpayer-funded service that 
broadcasts 5 High Definition television 
stations, CBC, CBS, ABC, Global and 
Knowledge, along with 2 FM two radio 
stations, Rock 101 and Country 105. It’s 
free and there’s no signing up for the 
service. You simply receive the signal if you 

AUTOMOTIVE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

COMING EVENTS

live between Slocan and Crescent Valley, 
including Krestova and have a newer TV 
with an antenna. If you have an older TV, 
you have to invest in a digital television 
receiver, a piece of equipment that costs 
under $50. While recent upgrades have 
improved reliability, it still takes volunteer 
work to provide the service. The current 
board of directors need input from the 
community to find out how many people 
are using the service and how important 
it is to them. If you do, or plan to, use this 
service, please give Peter a call at 250 359 
7944. We need to hear from you!

1983 THUNDERBIRD FOR SALE. 250-
777-1570.
FORD RANGER 4 x 4 (locking hubs), 
1993, 311,000 kms. New clutch, new 
battery, starter, cables, plugs, high end, 
stamped metal box liner. $1,000.

THE VALLEY VOICE IS FOR SALE! 
What an amazing opportunity to live your 
dream and own your own business. Become 
the proud owner of the Valley Voice and 
a quaint building on the main street of 

New Denver. The newspaper business 
can provide a modest living for you and 
your family, and wonderful community 
connections. If you are so inclined, we 
would love to show you the ropes and stay 
as long or as little as you need us. We have 
absolutely loved our life as newspaper 
people! Give us a call at 1-833-501-1700 for 
a chat, or email valleyvoice@valleyvoice.
ca. Yours, Dan & Jan.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS DREAMED about 
starting your own business? If so, call 
Community Futures to learn about the free 
Business Plan workshop open to anyone! 
And if you’re eligible, you may also qualify 
for the Self-Employment Program, where 
you will receive ongoing business training 
and coaching and usually financial support 
while you start your business. To learn more 
call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying 
or expanding your own business? If so, 
Community Futures offers business loans, 
counseling & training; and delivers the 
Self-Employment program in the Arrow 
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave 

a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email 
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

WE WISH TO THANK the Veterans 
Affairs Canada Commemorative Partnership 
Program for their funding assistance to help 
support our Remembrance Day ceremony 
this year.

-Royal Canadian Legion Slocan Valley 
Branch 276

ELDER ABUSE PREVENTION 
- Drop in at the Resource Centre on 
Wednesdays, 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon 
Street, Nelson (Nelson & District Seniors 
Coordinating Society). 250-352-6008, 
NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.com, 
www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca 
THE NORTH VALLEY MOUNTAIN FILM 
FESTIVAL is now accepting submissions of 
short films and digital slideshows for its 2022 
event. Visit www.northvalleyfilmfestival.com 
for event information and submission guidelines 
or email inquiries to northvalleyfilmfest@
gmail.com
SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL 
AGM rescheduled: Due to unforeseen 

CARD OF THANKS

conflicts, the date of our AGM has been 
rescheduled for February 6, 2022.
WORKSHOPS AT THE SLOCAN LAKE 
ARTS CENTRE - Ceramic Ornaments: 
December 4, Families 10 am-12 Adults 1-3 
pm. All are welcome. Masks mandatory. 
Pre-registration required. Wax Food Wraps: 
December 11 & 12. Drop in, 10-Noon. 
Vax passports required. Masks Mandatory. 
Slocanlakeartscouncil.ca for more details.
GOAT MOUNTAIN KIDS SOCIETY 
(GMKS) AGM December 9, 6 pm. All 
Welcome. Interested Attendees contact goat.
mountain.kids@gmail.com for Zoom link.
GRASSROOTS GRAMMAS BAKE 
SALES: Saturday, November 27 and 
December 11 from 11 to 3 pm outside 
Slocan Park Hall. (Loaves $8. Cookies 
2 dozen $15.) To pre-order call Linda 
226-7304, Brenda 226-7661 or email 
svgrassrootsgrammas@gmail.com
SLOCAN LAKE ARTS COUNCIL 
presents: Open Mic Night - Poetry and 
Music. Friday, December 3, 2021. 7:30 
pm @ the Silverton Gallery. Contact 
hannah.lisgo@gmail.com for details 
and to sign up.
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Support the Valley Voice with 
a voluntary subscription
Only $5-$50

Current Hours:
Tuesday – Saturday
11:00 am – 4:00 pm
Closed Sundays & 

Mondays
Main Street, New Denver 

250-358-2178 

HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

Open Thurs - SunOpen Thurs - Sun

Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area. 
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver
250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290

email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm
Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription
Only $5-$50 

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

AGRICULTURE

Bill Lander 
REALTOR®
 
250-551-5652

bill@billlander.ca

I show all my listings!
 Serving the Slocan Valley for the 

16th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson & Kaslo 

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

H. A. Benson Inc.
Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0

Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

• All Organic Produce
• All Organic Grains

– Bulk Ordering –

Community Discount Day:
Last Friday of  the month

Mon-Sat 9-6
Sunday 10-4

Downtown Winlaw • 250-226-7255

Gaia Tree Whole Foods
Community Market

BIG DOG MUSICBIG DOG MUSIC
• Guitars and Accessories • Musical 
Instruments • Vintage Vinyl Records • New 
Vinyl Records • Stereo Equipment - Turntables

421 6th Ave, New Denver
250-307-0163

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $20.00 
+ GST NEW HOURS

MON-FRI 8 A.M. - 2 P.M.

FREE

FOR SALE

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$12.00 + GST

Business Classifieds 
start at $10.00

Call 1-833-501-1700 
for details

CLASSIFIED ADS

PETS

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$12.00 + GST

Next Valley Voice 
Deadline: 

November 29,
2021

HEALTH

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

NOTICES

MUSIC LESSONS

Your ad 
could be 
here for 

only $20.00 
+ GST

WANTED

Local, organic 
homemade food
509 Harold Street

Slocan, BC, V0G 2C0
250-355-2433

Tues- Sat 8 am - 4 pm

SERVICES

LUCERNE SCHOOL PAC ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING - Welcome parents! 
Tuesday, November 23, 7 pm via Zoom. 
Find out more information about the 
bouldering wall project and new initiatives 
at Lucerne! Seeking positions for secretary 
and treasurer. Please email nicholas.
graves@sd10.bc.ca for Zoom link.
THE NEW DENVER COMMUNITY 
MARKET SOCIETY is holding their 
annual AGM on November 25 at 7 pm. 
Please email ndfridaymarket@gmail.
com for the Zoom link if you would like 
to attend.

PRIME RETAIL/COMMERCIAL 
SPACE available for lease on Broadway 
in Nakusp. 500 to 2000 sq/ft. C-1, core 
commercial. 92 W Broadway St. 250-
265-1568.

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING 
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes. 
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals, 
Castlegar. 250-365-3014. 
WATKINS PRODUCTS,  HAND 
CRAFTS – Bertha Williams, #11 – 217 
Zacks Rd. 250-265-9080.

SOLD MY HOUSE. Must clear everything 
out. It’s all free. Two office desks, one 
L-shaped paper shredder, sewing machine. 
Lots more 8527 Red Mountain Rd. 250-
358-7236.

SHADE TREE MASSAGE THERAPY 
now welcoming new and returning clients 
for therapeutic and relaxation treatments. 
Clean, quiet, professional office located 
in Winlaw. Jessica Coonen RMT 250 
226-6887 shadetreemassagetherapy@
fastmail.com
YOGA WITH TYSON * ONLINE! 
Chair Yoga, Restorative Yoga, Feldenkrais 
classes. All ages. Info: call/text 250-551-
8505, email tyson@thaitouch.ca, www.
sacredearthsomatics.com.

67-YEAR-OLD MAN from New Denver 
area looking for home care, part time. 250-
358-2756.
SPECTRUM HOME & FAMILY CARE 
is seeking a part-time experienced home 
cleaner. Working from Nakusp to Silverton. 
$22/hr + mileage where applicable. Send 
resume to employment@spectrumcares.ca

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS 
a problem in your life? AA, NA and 
ACA (Adult Children of Alcoholics/
Dysfunctional Families), AL-ANON 
(family) meetings can help. For information 
on AA: in New Denver, 250-358-7158; 
Nakusp, 250-265-4216; Kaslo, 250-353-
9617. For NA: New Denver, 250-551-4043. 
For AL-ANON (family): New Denver, 
250-551-6540. For ACA (adult children of 
alcoholics): Nakusp, 250-686-0567. Please, 
if you can’t get through, try another number. 
CARPENTER CREEK LAST WISHES 
SOCIETY is a community resource, 
providing step-by-step information 
to assist in making informed choices 
when pre-planning a personalized, 
private funeral. 250-358-7760 www.
carpentercreeklastwishessociety.ca
HAVE YOU OR SOMEONE YOU 
KNOW been sexually assaulted and want 
help? Call the Interior Crisis Line 24/7 at 
1-888-353-CARE to discuss your options or 
go directly to Arrow Lakes Hospital or your 
local emergency room for confidential care.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is 
looking for all the things taken from the 

hotel as follows: all the archive pictures 
that were displayed in hallway, BA sign 
orange and blue, grandfather clock, air 
conditioners in all the rooms, 5 old yellow 
hockey jerseys in frame with broken glass, 
and numerous other things. Please return, 
no questions asked.
SILVERTON LAKESHORE INN is 
looking for people who have witnessed: 
heavy machinery driving on our septic 
field, heavy machinery piling snow on our 
septic field, slander against the hotel or hotel 
owner. Please email buyriteautosales@
hotmail.com.
BIGFOOT INN would like to thank you for 
coming forward with so much information 
and all the supporting emails. We’re looking 
forward to serving the area again one day.

NO SIT! Not your usual dog training class. 
Find the AMAZING in your dog. www.
proudofmydog.ca

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER and “B”-
ticket gasfitter for new construction or 
renovation plumbing, water systems/
filtration, septic. 250-777-3588 (Tim); 
www.paradisevalleyplumbing.ca or email: 

schaferspeare@gmail.com.
KIDS CLOTHES BY DONATION! 
Koots Kids Clothing Store, 222 Lake Ave., 
Silverton General Store. Used clothing 
and footwear accepted. Open Tuesday – 
Saturday, 11am-3pm. Follow “Koots Kids 
Clothing Store” on Facebook.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
WILL PAY CASH for old Harley Indian 
motorcycles, old cars, old metal signs, gas 
pumps and 1960s to 1972 Ford Broncos. 
Call 1-778-694-5724.
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mobile (250) 551-TIME (8463)

Jim Pownall 
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER 
FRAME HOMES

Crane Service
New Denver • BC

250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net

HALL LUMBER 
& BUILDING SUPPLIES

Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat 
10 am to 5 pm

PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd. 

Edgewood, BC

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Wired by Alex
Electrical Contracting Ltd

Alex Joseph

250-358-7721

Crescent Bay 
Construction Ltd.

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431 
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Leaf Cabinetry
Residential & commercial 

cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441 
www.leafcabinetry.com

K & A
Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services

Housewatch • Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210

wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter 

TimberFrame Homes
 Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall

Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding

Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales

   dave@maddentimber.com
    250 265 1807

Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor 
Design • Project Management • Building Services 

www.trctimberworks.com

Suite 3, 622 Front St 
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7 
 C: (250)551-6584

Tim Reilly

T: (250) 551-7127
E: joszef@airpost.net

Grow Your Own
Indoor & Outdoor Garden

Supplies, Knowledgeable Staff, 
Store Hours 9am – 5pm 

Monday- Friday.  
Closed Sundays and Long Weekends.

Renovations and 
Maintenance Made easy!
• Basic Renovations & constRuction •

• Painting • LandscaPing •
HouRLy Rate, By aPPointMent onLy
– sLocan Lake coMMunities onLy –
Contact Tim Giles – 250-355-2559

SOLID 
PLAN

DRAFTING AND DESIGN
S. KING, CET

(250) 358-7922
s.king@solid-plan.ca

4619 Hwy 6, New Denver, BC V0G 1S1

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing

• Concrete Stamping and Acid 
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting

• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation

CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

  River Bardati
  250-354-9535

Scarlett’s Electric
47 years serving Ainsworth, Kaslo & north
All electrical work, micro-hydro & solar

Call Don (250)353-2563

Your ad could 
be here for only 
$12.00 + GST

Experience the 
WAUVIK touch!

For all your interior 
renovation needs:
-  Complete Drywall 

Services
-  Bathroom Renovations
-  Carpentry and More....
Over 20 yrs Experience
WCB/Licensed/Insured

Vik 250-505-6509
wauvikrenos@yahoo.ca 

AVIS EXCAVATING
Serving the Slocan Valley

• Excavation • Ditching 
• Water Lines • Land Improvement 

• Sand & Gravel Delivery

p: 250-226-7849
w: avisexcavating.com

Larry Avis: lmavis@telus.net

Randy 
Speers 
Construction

Construction, timber framing and HRV 
installations • Serving Nakusp & Area

250-265-7313

COMMUNITY

submitted by Arrow Lakes 
Historical Society

Marvin Bowes was born in 
Bolton, Ontario on April 19, 1894, 
the second of five children. His 
father, Thomas Bowes, hoped to 
become a fruit farmer. He came 
to Nakusp in 1907, when the 
area was being promoted for fruit 
ranching. The family followed in 
1908. Bowes bought property in 
Glenbank, named it Albion Ranch, 
and planted fruit trees. He worked 
for the CPR for the next 30 years.

Marvin was 20 years old when 
the Great War broke out in 1914. 
In August 1915, the black-haired, 
blue-eyed logger decided to enlist 
in the 54th (Kootenay) Battalion. 
Nakusp bade farewell to a group 
of young men, including Marvin, 
with a Patriotic Smoking Concert 
held at the Opera House, present 
day home of Shon’s Bike and Ski.

The ‘boys’ sailed on the 
sternwheeler SS Bonnington the 
next day, on their way to the 
military training camp at Vernon. 
After training, Marvin embarked 

Marvin Lorne Bowes of Nakusp commemorated at Vimy
from Halifax, Nova Scotia with 
the 54th Battalion on the troopship 
Saxonia. They arrived in Plymouth, 
England on December 1, 1915. 
Further training followed. On 
August 13, 1916, they were sent 
overseas to France, for active duty 
as part of the 4th Canadian Infantry 
Division. They served in Belgium 
till mid-October, when they were 
sent to the Somme area in France; 
replacing the first three divisions 
which were withdrawn earlier in 
the month.  

The Battle of the Somme saw 
British Empire troops assault a 
series of heavily fortified trenches 
in rolling French countryside. The 
battle started on July 1, 1916, and 
ended after the final assault on 
November 18.

Fourth Division troops tried to 
capture Regina Trench in attacks 
on October 21 and 25. They finally 
succeeded on November 11. As 
Regina Trench fell, the Germans 
fell back to a new fortification 
called Desire Trench. The turn of 
the 54th Battalion came when they 

were part of the assault on Desire 
Trench on November 18. The trench 
was captured, but occupying troops 
were unsupported, and were forced 
to withdraw. This was a pattern 
repeated frequently throughout the 
whole Somme bloodbath – many 
deaths, but little ground gained.

Marvin Bowes was one of 
1,250 Canadians killed, wounded, 
or missing during the final attack 
of the Battle of the Somme. He was 
reported killed in action in the field 
on November 18, 1916. 

Commemoration of all British 
Empire dead of the Great War 
was done in the same manner. 
Bodies were buried near where 
death occurred – no soldiers were 
returned to their home country. 
All headstones share the same 
appearance, regardless of the 
soldier’s rank. For each Canadian 
fatality, there is either a name 
carved on a headstone, or on one 
of two memorials. The Menin Gate 
in Ypres, Belgium, records names 
of those Canadians who fell in 
Flanders. The Vimy Memorial in 

France commemorates the names 
of 11,285 Canadian soldiers with 
no known grave who died in France 

during the conflict. The name of 
Private Marvin Lorne Bowes is 
one of them.

Marvin Bowes was one of 1,250 Canadians killed, wounded, or missing during the final 
attack of the Battle of the Somme.
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by John Boivin, Local 
Journalism Initiative reporter

Think Nakusp should 
encourage more tiny homes or 
vacation rentals? Should your 
neighbour be able to build 
a house made of shipping 
containers? How does the 
Village make sure parking 
downtown doesn’t become a 
nightmare?

Those are just some of 
the issues being raised as the 
Village of Nakusp’s update 
of its zoning bylaw picks up 
steam. 

The Village’s zoning 
bylaw essentially regulates 
land use within municipal 
limits, determines how land 
can and can’t be used and 
what can and can’t be built. 
It’s codified in a series of 
maps, and rules within those 
zones are set by regulations – 
on things like building height, 
setbacks, density and parking.

But Nakusp’s 2008 zoning 
bylaw is outdated – the Village 
has adopted a strategic plan, 
Downtown Revitalization 
Plan, and Official Community 
Plan since then. The old bylaw 
doesn’t jive well with new 
needs, new construction 
s tandards  or  changing 
community opinion on 
development.

“The update will ensure 
that the new bylaw is consistent 
with the newly adopted 2021 
Official Community Plan, 
creates a more certain process 
and outcome for landowners 
and developers and supports 
sustainable land use policy,” 
says the Village website.

Officials from Urban 
Systems Ltd., a municipal 
consulting company, held 
an online public meeting 

Public asked to weigh in on Nakusp’s new zoning bylaw
November 2 to launch the 
second phase of the project. 
The company started work 
earlier this year reviewing 
existing bylaws and scoping 
the work needed to be done to 
align zoning rules better with 
other Village bylaws.

One of the big issues for 
participants at the Zoom open 
house was about vacation 
rentals.

“It would be a shame if the 
town decides to go against our 
line of business,” commented 
one vacation home owner in 
the online chat. “We all have 
to pay for the PST, GST and 
the MRDT, which is money to 
the town.”

“Airbnbs are classified 
as a short-term rental and 
short-term rentals are not 
currently addressed in the 
zoning bylaw,” said the 
consultants. “This means 
that short-term rentals are 
neither explicitly prohibited 
nor explicitly permitted in the 
zoning bylaw.”

Noting that operators of 
Airbnbs can get a business 
licence, Urban Systems Ltd. 
added that one of the reasons 
for the review and updates to 
the zoning bylaw was to “ask 
the community about their 
opinions on short-term rentals 
and how they would like 
short-term rentals regulated 
in the Village.”

There’s also an online 
survey asking about fence 
height, secondary suites, 
lot sizes, RVs as residences 
during construction, and 
where tiny homes should be 
allowed in town, among other 
issues.

After public consultation 
closes on November 22, work 
will begin on developing a 

draft of the new bylaw. It will 
then be presented to council 
and the public for input and 
review in February. A ‘cheat 
sheet’ will be provided with 

the draft bylaw to highlight 
changes for easier public 
review, the Village website 
says. 

The document goes back 

again for revision and legal 
drafting, then returns to 
council for first and second 
reading sometime in spring 
2022. The public and council 

will have yet another chance 
to review the final document, 
which will then go to council 
for adoption. That should 
happen sometime in May.

submitted
NACFOR, the Nakusp 

C o m m u n i t y  F o r e s t 
corporation,  was given 
honourable mention for the 
2020 Robin Hood Memorial 
Award for Excellence in 
Community Forestry at the 
annual general meeting of 
the BC Community Forest 
Association (BCCFA) on 
October 22.

“The recipients of the 
2020 and 2021 awards 
exemplify the values that 
Robin Hood, past president 
of the BCCFA, upheld,” said 
Jennifer Gunter, BCCFA 

Nakusp Community Forest receives honourable mention
executive director. “These 
values include community 
leadership, providing local 
and social and economic 
opportunities, and passion 
for community forestry. 
Constantly innovating and 
thinking outside the box, 
Robin was a doer.  His 
energy was contagious and 
inspired all of us working in 
community forestry to make 
things happen for the benefit 
of our communities.”

Established in 2016, the 
Robin Hood Memorial Award 
for Excellence in Community 
Forestry and accompanying 

grant are given annually to 
the community forest best 
exemplifying the values 
exhibited by the late Robin 
Hood – a British Columbia 
community forest pioneer – 
and the BC community forest 
program. These values include 
innovation and leadership in 
land management, building 
and maintaining social licence 
and involvement with the 
local community and First 
Nations,  and providing 
social, economic, cultural and 
environmental benefits to the 
local community and First 
Nations.

The West  Boundary 
Community Forest won the 
2020 award and the Westbank 
First Nation Community 
Forest won the 2021 award. 
H o n o u r a b l e  m e n t i o n s 
went to the Williams Lake 
Community Forest  and 
Wetzin’kwa Community 
Forest Corporation for 2021.

Last year, the award wasn’t 
presented due to the pandemic, 
so the awards for both years 
were presented at this year’s 
AGM by Katrine Conroy, 
Minister of Forests, Lands, 
Natural Resource Operations 
and Rural Development.

submitted
The Slocan Valley Legion 

Branch 276 thanks everyone 
who attended the gatherings 
at the Slocan and New Denver 
cenotaphs on November 11, 
and who supported the Legion 
by purchasing wreaths. Indoor 
services were not held because 
of COVID-19 restrictions.

Due to the pandemic and 
renovations at the Legion Hall 
in Slocan, the Slocan Valley 
Legion has not been able to 
hold fundraising events since 

Slocan Valley Legion update
March 2020. However, with 
the help of a Community 
Gaming grant, they were able 
to donate a total of $21,269 to 
several community projects 
over the past year: Food 
Bank ($4,760), New Denver 
Pavilion ($2,609), Slocan 
Community Library ($2,000), 
Slocan Hallowe’en Hoot 
($2,000), Veterans Programs 
($1,000), Seniors Luncheon 
Program ($3,000), KLDH 
Foundation ($1,000), Kids 
Help Phone ($500), New 

Parents Program ($1,500), 
Appledale Day Care Program 
($400), School Bursaries 
($2,000), CBAL Books for 
Kids ($500). 

The Slocan Valley Legion 
Hall is donated for the use of 
funerals and memorials. 

The Legion is Canada’s 
largest veteran support and is 
a cornerstone in communities 
across Canada, providing one 
of the largest volunteer bases 
in the country. They exist so 
Canada never forgets. 

Applications to become a 
member of the Royal Canadian 
Legion are available by phone 
250-355-2672 or online at 
www.legionbcyukon.ca. 
Check out the benefits that are 
offered to Legion members. 
Dues are only $45 per year 
at the Slocan Valley branch, 
and anyone can be a member. 
Membership is what keeps the 
Slocan Valley Legion branch 
alive. The branch covers the 
area from Summit Lake to the 
Playmor Junction.

submitted
The Langham galleries are 

now showing two excellent art 
exhibits reflecting two very 

Two art exhibits showing at the Langham till December 12
different styles, media and 
content.

In the main gallery is an 
arresting and deeply affecting 

show from Tl’azt’en artist 
Damian John. Indian Agency 
uses the approachable medium 
of the comic book to explore 
the traumatic and difficult 
story of Indigenous peoples 
and the Indian Act. While this 
is a story of grief and pain, 
there is also growth, hope, and 
ultimately, resiliency.

John says of the exhibit, 
“What if I reworked the 
images in comic book cover 
art to address some of the 
complicated, unusual, and 
deeply disturbing aspects 
of the Indian Act and the 
treatment of Indigenous people 
in Canada? If I mimicked the 
cover art closely, would it hold 
some power in explaining 
both the ethereal nature and 
the very real impact of the 
story that is our history? How 

different would life be if we 
did things another way?”

John will be offering an 
artist talk on his compelling 
exhibit Saturday November 
27 at 4 pm in the Langham 
thea t re .  Admiss ion  by 
donation, max 50 people. All 
attendees must show proof of 
vaccine passport at the door.

In the lobby gallery is 
a photo exhibit from Kaslo 
emerging ar t is t  Robert 
Banks Foster.  Ent i t led 
Reality is Clumpy, the show 
encompasses 22 black and 
white photographs portraying 
trees over the winter of 
2019/20, with the title of 
each piece forming a singular 
poem.

Exhibits run through 
December 12. Gallery hours 
are Thursday-Sunday, 1-4 pm.

submitted
With over a dozen JUNO 

nominations between them, 
Elizabeth Sheppard and 
Michael Occhipinti have 
been exceptional musical 
creatives on the Montreal 
a n d  To r o n t o  j a z z / f o l k 
scenes for decades. Their 
new project ES:MO mixes 
both original composition 

Award-winning Montreal jazz/folk duo ES:MO play at the Langham
and iconic Canadian songs 
arranged for Occhipinti’s slick 
eclectic guitar stylings and 
Sheppard’s warm unique voice 
and adventurous keyboard 
compositions.

Occhipinti has been called 
a guitar chameleon for his 
ability to work with many 
colours in different genres, 
while Shepherd’s velvety voice 

and soulful piano compositions 
also resist easy labeling. 
Together they create a magical 
and compelling world of sound 
that can have an audience 
holding its breath one moment, 
and moving in rhythm the next.

ES:MO are touring across 
Canada with their latest album 
The Weight of Hope, which 
includes songs by Canadian 

legends Leonard Cohen, 
Bruce Cockburn, and Gordon 
Lightfoot, as well as forgotten 
Toronto soul legend Jackie 
Shane.

Don’t miss this night of 
wonderful music live in the 
Langham Theatre, Thursday 
November 25 at 7 pm. Tickets 
$20 at Sunnyside or Willow 
in Kaslo.

Damian John uses the approachable medium of the comic book to explore the 
traumatic and difficult story of Indigenous peoples and the Indian Act.
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Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

by John Boivin, Local Journalism 
Initiative reporter

It’s one of the most iconic pictures 
taken during the Second World War 
– and it has a connection to Kaslo, 
Nelson, and other West Kootenay 
towns.

The shot of a child running 
towards his father, who is marching 
off to war, crystalized the experience 
of a generation of Canadians when 
it appeared in the Vancouver Daily 
Province in 1940. It was republished 
time and again to raise war bonds, boost 
morale and remind people after the war 
what these young men were sacrificing.

The name of the child and his 
father have been known for decades, 
but it was only a year or two ago that 
another soldier visible in the picture 
was identified.

If you count five soldiers behind 
the man reaching out to his son, you’ll 
see a square-built man standing tall, his 
gun strap across his chest.

“That’s  my father,  Harry 
Campbell,” says Lawrence Campbell 
of Kaslo. “And that’s my mom, Sophie, 
walking next to him.”

Harry Campbell was best known 
in this area for owning the Kaslo Hotel 
from 1960 until his death in 1973, and 
before that as a professional lacrosse 
player in Quebec and BC. His son says 
he grew up knowing that it was his dad 
was in the historic photo.

“Since I was very young,” says 
Lawrence Campbell. “My mom and 
dad are in the photo, and we had a 
Reader’s Digest picture of it and a Life 
magazine picture of it – going back to 
when I was seven years old,” he says. 
However, his image wasn’t recognized 
officially until a regiment historian 
confirmed the family’s details a year 

West Koots has connection to historic wartime pic
or two ago.

Lawrence Campbel l ,  who 
officiated the Kaslo Remembrance Day 
ceremonies for years before retiring as 
chaplain, says his father wasn’t the only 
West Kootenay local in the photograph.

“There were three other fellows 
from this area in there, and one from 
Nelson,” he says, though they may 
not be visible in the long row of men 
stretching into the distance. “They’re all 
gone now, there’s nobody left.” 

As Remembrance Day came 
around in 2021, Campbell says he does 
think of his father – but his thoughts 
also dwell on his uncles’ experiences 
during the war. While his father ended 
up stationed in Ottawa doing signals 
work, his uncles saw combat and one 
was captured by the Japanese.

“My three uncles served in Europe, 
and Hong Kong,” says Campbell, who 
was born just after the war. “They had 
a little more violent time.”

A lot has changed since he arrived 
in Kaslo back in the early ’60s, says 
Campbell.

“The whole town was full of 
veterans then,” he told the Valley Voice. 
“I have some old Super 8 movies and 
half the town was veterans and war 
brides. It was the same with other towns 
here in the Kootenays.”

But Campbell downplays his 
family’s small role in the historic 

picture, which eventually was used as 
a commemorative coin and postage 
stamp, ensuring its place in the 
country’s history.

“It is really something,” he admits. 
“But the only special thing about my 
folks is they happened to be in the 
picture,” he says. “We never really made 
a big deal of it. But I think it’s important 
to honour everybody, and continue to do 
so. War is a tough business.”

It’s one of the most iconic pictures taken during the Second World War – and it has a 
connection to Kaslo, Nelson, and other West Kootenay towns.
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Startup Dojo is an online 

entrepreneurial academy that was 
founded by 19-year-old Anjalee 
Narenthiren. The academy helps 
teens learn leadership, business, 
and critical thinking skills through 
launching a real venture. Applications 
to win a one-year scholarship to 
Startup Dojo are open now.

Past student leaders have been 
featured on national television, 
pitched their businesses on hit 
TV shows like Dragon’s Den, 
and reached new heights in their 
blooming careers.

The Startup Dojo Scholarship 
program provides students with 
skills to become future leaders. 
The program helps students build 
their idea, create a Minimum Viable 
Product (MVP), and allows them 
to work with real customers. In 
partnership with renowned partners 
like Kinaxis, EllisDon, and Fiix, the 
program gives students access to the 
best resources, luminaries such as 
Ivy League professors and leaders 
who have run multi-million dollar 
to billion-dollar companies, and to 
leading experts as mentors.

Students entering grades 9-12 
are eligible to apply. Application 
requirements include completing an 
application form and sharing a two-
minute video introducing yourself 

Scholarships available for student-led entrepreneurial academy 
as if you were already accepted as 
a Startup Dojo student. The video 
must be posted on Youtube (public/
unlisted) and the link pasted in the 

application form. 
To learn more and apply for the 

program, visit: www.mystartupdojo.
com/scholarship/ 
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HUMANS 
RESPONSIBLE

Since 1970, Earth’s temperature has raced 
upwards faster than in any comparable peri-
od. The oceans have heated up at a rate not 
seen in at least 11,000 years. The last time 
it was hotter than now was at least 125,000 
years ago, while the atmosphere holds more 
heat-trapping carbon dioxide than at any time 
in the past two million years.

CLEAN UP AFTER 
YOURSELF

submitted
The North Valley Mountain Film 

Festival will be returning for its 16th 
annual event on the first weekend 
of March 2022. Currently, festival 
organizers are planning on hosting the 
2022 festival online again as last year. 

“In terms of number of viewers, 
our 2021 online festival was our most 
successful in the 15 years we’ve been 
running this event,” said event organizer 
Myles Berney. “Our audience spanned 

across Canada, the United States and 
included a handful of viewers from 
Europe. We would like to build on 
this participation while retaining the 
homegrown Kootenay vibe that has 
come to define our festival. That said, 
we would love to get back to hosting a 
live event. We will continue to monitor 
restrictions on events and gatherings and 
if we feel we have the capacity to bring 
our community together in person once 
again, we will do everything we can to 
make this possible. For now, at the least 
you can look forward to watching this 
year’s festival online in early March.”

Festival organizers are now 
accepting submissions of short films 
and digital slideshows. “We would love 
to see what you’ve been up to for the 
last year so take a look at your pictures 
and videos and put a short slideshow or 

video together,” said Berney. “We will 
consider all submissions for our lineup 
and will do our best to choose a broad 
range of films and slideshows to include 
in this year’s festival.”

Films and slideshows that have 
featured at past festivals have ranged 
from locally produced ski and snowboard 
movies, landscape photography 
slideshows to professionally produced 
environmental documentaries and 
adventure films.

Submissions for the 2022 North 
Valley Mountain Film Festival will be 
accepted until the January 31 deadline. 
The NVMFF is looking for films or 
slideshows that showcase passion for the 
outdoors or the environment, preferably 
with a Kootenay connection.  

For submission guidelines and event 
information, visit the festival website at 
northvalleyfilmfestival.com or direct 
inquiries to northvalleyfilmfest@gmail.
com.

Details and updates for this year’s 
festival will be posted on the website as 
they become finalized.

The North Valley Mountain Film 
Festival organizing committee thanks 
all the local artists and volunteers who 
make this event possible, and sponsors 
Valhalla Mountain Touring, Ambler 
Mountain Works, Ice Creek Lodge 
and the Columbia Basin Trust for 
their continued support of this annual 
community event.

2022 North Valley Mountain Film Festival calls for submissions
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The Fauquier pavilion is almost 

finished, with a grand opening planned 
for the spring.

Located on the Fauquier fire hall 
property, the 24’ x 48’ timber frame 
pavilion will be available for events 
such as farmers’ markets, live music, 
picnics, fundraisers, children’s outdoor 
events and celebrations.

“The Fauquier Community Club 
board received a lot of support for our 
idea to have some sort of gathering place 
for the community,” said Heather Fraser.

Funding came from the Columbia 

The new Fauquier Pavilion will be available to the community and general public for events of all types.

Fauquier builds a pavilion
Basin Trust Community Outdoor 
Revitalization program, the NACFOR 
Legacy Fund, and community 
donations.

“We hired Dave Madden from 
Madden Timber Construction to build 
our pavilion and have not looked back,” 
said Fraser. “We had some challenges 
this year with all the smoke, evacuation 
alert and then the evacuation order due 
to the Octopus Creek fire, but we never 
lost sight of our vision. When we got 
back from the evacuation order, things 
moved very quickly. The next step will 
be to close off the storage area and finish 

our unisex washroom.”
Fraser said the location of the 

pavilion was decided for them, as the 

majority of the 8.4 acres owned by 
the Fauquier Community Club are in 
the ALR (agricultural land reserve) 

and currently cannot be built on. The 
selected site was large enough to build 
the 24’ x 48’ structure.




